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PART I INTRODUCTION

OBJECTS AND PURPOSES OF THE SEMINAR

1. ■:■ The oeminar was convened by the Executive Secretary of the Economic

.^omission for Africa in connexion with Project 88- of the E.C.A. Work ..

Programme. In hi, letter of invitation dated. 3 August 1965 and addressed

to all merger governments, the Executive Secretary stated inter alias

"...It is becoming increasingly clear from studies being under-,

taken under the auspices of the Commission and elsewhere that the

success of African Development Plans is going to depend not merely

on an increased flow of external funds hut also on. a more effective

mobilization of domestic African resources, particularly by way of

taxation. The two sources are in fact complementary? indeed the

amount of external aid which will become available may well be in

fluenced substantially by the extent to which the recipients are

undertaking effectively to raise more resources at home.

"Unfortunately this is one of the fields in which African

countries are encountering some of their greatest difficulties,

either because their existing fiscal systems are ill-adapted to

present and changing circumstances, or because of difficulties in

maintaining a'sufficiently high standard of administration in

what is becoming a progressively more technical field...

■;. ■ "....The purpose of this Seminar would be to bring about an ./

exchange of views between Heads of Taxation Departments on the.

principal current problems with which they are faced, and the ways

and means by which tax administrations in Africa can be strengthened

in the face of present trends. It is proposed that special atten

tion should be given to questions relating to the recruitment and

training of personnel employed in tax.administrations, to the need

for the reform of fiscal systems, and to the directions in which

individual administrations urgently feel the need for external- helpv

"It will be expected that the Seminar will make specific

recommendations on these subjects, with particular reference to the

role which should be played by the United Nations, Specialized

Agencies an6. others..."
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ORGANIZATION ASV PARTICIPATION

2. The Seminar met in Addis Ababa' from the 6. to 15 December 19655 22

African administrations were represented by 36 participants, the-majority

of whom were officers in actual charge of taxation departments. . . .

3. In addition, participants were nominated by the Organization for

African Unity, the International Monetary Fund, the Organization for

Economic Co-operation and Development and the International Fiscal Asso

ciation.. A senior officer of the Inland Revenue Department of India,

who had had experience of African conditions, and the Ihter-Regional

Adviser for Fiscal Affairs, United Nations, Headquarters, also partici

pated in the Seminar. (a full list of participants is given as Annex I.)

4. As to procedure, it was decided that m order to emphasize the African

character of.the Seminar, the.majority of substantive .fiscal discussions

on fiscal matters-should be opened by participants from African"'tax admi

nistrations. On^ for the general discussions on Taxation and Development

and the special discussions relating to the'international aspects of

taxation and to management principles were other participants or members

of the Secretariat invited to open the discussion in question.

5. Apart from the- formal opening addresses and introductory papers on

Taxation and Development, the substantive items on the agenda were divided
as follows i=f

4. CURRENT FISCAL PROBLEMS

(i) Taxation of personal incomes,

(ii) Taxation of business incomes,

(iii) Fiscal incentives for development,

(iv) Sources of revenue-for local government.

5. FUTURE ORIENTATION OF FISCAL SYSTEMS TS AFRICA

1/ Thislast organisation was represented by Mr. J. van Hoorn, Director
oi the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation in Amsterdam.

2/ The numbering quoted here is that used in the Agenda.
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PROBLEMS IN TAX ADMINISTRATION

(i) Management and recruitment

(ii) PoAot.E* (Deduction of tax at source)

(iii) Mechanization

6* The Time-table is attached as Annex II. _

7. The Seminar was formally opened on 6 December 1965 ^ Ato Bulcha

Demeksa, Assistant Minis to, r of.Finance of the Imperial Ethiopian Govern

ment who welcomed the participants to Addis Ababa on behalf of his govern

ment. The objectives and purposes of the Seminar were then set.out in

an address by Mr,'&. Gardiner, Executive Secretary of the Economic Com

mission forWrica^'■ ■"■Mr. Gardiner's statement is reproduced as : Annex III.

8.;' Se Seminar'elected Mr, S.K. Sebagereka (EACSO) as "the Chairman.

Ato Damte fersdod (Ethiopia) and'Mr. i.::Makanguile (Mali) were elected

"Vic^Chainaen, '"Mr. Mohamad Ba ' (Mauritania) and Mr. G.W. Brake (Malawi)

wei*e elected as'rapporteurs, ■ .. ...

"V"' laParb II of this 3?«Port will,be .found Notes on the, ..Seminar *is-

ousBions.-^/ Part III contains the Seminar's general Conclusions and

Recommendations»

10. -At its closing sesEionif".pn.the 15th of December, members of the

Seminar una^nously adopted resolutions expressing their appreciation

of the action of the Executive Secretary in convening the Seminar, their

gratitude ftTtite1 Imperial Ethiopian' Governrnentrfor its 'hospitality and

their appreciati^ of the manner in lwhich' the Seminar had b^en^rgaxiized.

11. TheusefuiUsB of the Seminar ;in relation.; to the tasks assigned to

it by the Executive Secretary in his original circular letter were affirmed

and a recommendation 'was made to the effect that in order to ensure that

the work Btai-bod in the Seminar should be sustained and continued, fur

ther meeting, of senior; taxation officials shoutd be held regularly and

not less than once every; two,.years. - \/- -■ -

l7 The numbering quoted he.re. is- that used in the -Agenda. ~ .
2/ The Discussion Notes do not, however, include the proceeding in

respect of Agenda Item 7 (Conclusions and Recommendations) at tne
sessions of the 14th and 15th December, since the results of these
discussions are set out fully in Part III of the report.
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PiiRT II j NOTES GF;TH3 DISCUSSIONS

NOTES OP THE-PISCUS:.ION OF THE AFTEiiN.ON MEETING OP 6 DECEMBER 1965

Agenda Item 3 - TAXATION AND DEVELOPMENT

1- The meeting opened with'a discussion of the future time-table of

the seminar as a result of which it was decided that meetings would

be held henceforward from 9 to 12.30 a.m. and from 2.30 to 5.00 p.m. *""'

2. The Chairman then gave the floor to Mr. Spencer for an Introductory

expose of the economic aspects of taxation and development.

3. Till not long ago, the subject would have been summarily dismissed.

Today there is instead a growing realization of the close connection '

between taxation and development. Economists and tax specialists

emphasise the need for'reform of taxation and for close integration of

fiscal policies with national economic planning. In developing countries

governments must play a major role in promoting and sustaining development

and act as spearhead in raising the rate of, investment.

4. In order to accelerate development, however, governments have to, ■

surmount vital problems such as those connected with the modernization

of the agricultural sector and with the impact of economic development

on the balance of payments.

. 5 The objective of fiscal policy is therefore not merely that of

raising revenue to meet the growing needs of governments but also, to

promote development, and, subordinate^, to fayour economic stability

and to reduce inequalities in wealth.

It would be premature to expect that African fiscal policies should

all be attuned to the attainment of these objectives. Eut important-

progress has been made in certain countries.

'• It is often argued that income ,per head in Africa is too low to

enable African governments to raise the level of the economy by way. of

taxation. - .
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8. The discrepancies in the distribution of income which characterize

African countries should, however, make it possible tc extract more tares

from the richer few. Recorded income, furthermore, may not be a real

guide to the potential taxable income of the agricultural sector. FinaMy

fiscal^policy, which can do very little where income per head is low,

should strive'at increasing marginal rates of saving as income increases.

9. Mr. Spencer dealt subsequently with the different forms of taxation.

In connection with taxes on persons, income and wealth he pointed out

the duality between the simple forms of poll and hut taxes and the

progressive Baropean style income taxes, the latter being applied in-

certain African countries to the low income strata of the population

and the former to the high income .groups. Questions to be examined m

this context are whether personal taxation should be applied to all forms

of income taken together;or whether different types of tax should be

applied to different incomes, what are the effects of income taxation on

economic incentives;,and whether a system of taxation on personal expenditure

and wealth, such as was. suggested by Prof. ICaldor, would not be more

effective than taxation on,income and inheritance. Taxation of property

and land, on the other hand, raises the problem of shaving off a portion

of the increase in the value, of land and property, especially urban,

resulting from the rapid rate of development of African countries in

recent years. .

10. Taxation of .corporations raises the question of whether emphasis

should be on the imposition of distributed rather than undistributed

profits, and of the incentives which are appropriate for the stimulation

of developmental investment.

11- The subject of taxation of internal production and expenditure opens,

finally, the question of what type of the existing taxes is most advantageous

for developing countries, sale taxes, taxes,on the output of specific .

commodities (excises).or taxes on value added.
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12, The;-Chairman, then gave the floor to-fe .¥e.isfelt wfco,examined. Jhe-. ■

administrative aspects ox taxation and.^deyelopment. Administration^ onc^ .....

upon a time .was conceived only.,in terms of collecting,, the. maxi¥ui^amount -,

of tes^; reducing, t^,ce,t. c*z* tims of collection and ensuring-, compliance,,

with the. law. . Modern, *ax,Mministratiour especially in,developing: African ;

countries, should-^ot only.;clo this but also .contrihutQ;:^:^e^a^ policy '~{
of the.country,

13. -It is importanVfo^arisx. administrator, to. devot%prominen* ........ . .

attention to obtaining-, facts about .his-administration. ,:rBu^forpth-i.s, ■he.

needs competent, personnel and may-.find .i^jaseful .to. create,a, Fiscal .- ....

Research Unit..,-.; f.,v ■■ ;:,.T,.,

14. The-increasing influence'1 bi^the

amonff'-'other, ifl-" the^g^iiering^f^aSic^cts, in the speeding up of"

collection, in the codification of the^existing tax laws,' 'in y

of procedures, in tho S"imt)lIHcation^r the- tax systems, in the'^trengtHeh-

ing of thr;investigationai--pblgr^i"Idf;:the-:tax administration, and-6f-tHe^ ■ ■ ■

means of enfbrceme"ilts in the^M^h-for !-oI^aJf- and " simple' instruction^ '

to personnel ;an:d finally in "ih¥e^xc^iok%f" taxpayers by'means of booklets"
and other "illustrative material'.'' : ' ■' ' l!" ;> " ■■ " '-■'-■'■■■ ■. ■ .n-i. ■■■■■,-

15. It is.important.that.co-operation between administration and legislation

should be radically improved and that rules'about the "maintenance "'of 'strict "

secrecy should be estaWishp-l and respected. Co-operation between the '''"

different-divislons-or^he Ministry' of "Piria'h^" and related'gofemm&W- ' '

services ia'also xmpbrta'nt. Today with;;the 'emphasislll developing '■ l S-";'

countries placi 'on developnentSiannxnJ' and ; Economic Integration, ;;it is " '-'

important that fiscal policy should be put under one responsible official

to achieve: the highest-possiMe co-operation and a free .exchange of.data. •

16. '^he""agenda of^the"'Seminar contains several i1ielmS Lof'Interest in the1'"' :'"

administrative field such' as management,^meihinisatiori^and^the introduction ■
of P.A.Y.E. system, The problem 6fr'how to:^recruif"and'maintain competent

personnel in sufficient numbers is, however, the overriding difficulty of

African tax administrationso
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I?. Just as an order of priority has to be established in development

plans, the same is true for administrations government must decide, for

instaue^iSfiSfeher "thePpfexsonnel^^tuat&n of,'"fiyy the Ministry"b^Finance
is more urgent than that of the Ministry of Public Works, In a developing

economy, the-'^&iak:^^ veT? h^h

in the list of priorities. This is seldom understood by politicians, but

J" there'a1 relays; of convincing-^heta.- Thefe^re dail#k^^^*i-e«M;o draw

" their^ttentio^-ot these" facW in" conversations und by-way of memoranda.

LThVyearly report is, hbwe'ver,;S'tnV mo'st eific'ieft-r:channel':io achieve this

resultv' Vt should' con^alnsdetailed;:inTbrfeatibn--on'-the^^ anil

■ organxi;atliSnvof the adminisWati6n laifd ^uld'tryHo'make- comparlsorVs- at

■:i;he nationat: and 'international■1'i

planning"oust like e-conomic" planning. " Changes^in

^aia%ion-f'shMid;"bevgradual'and!;iynchron with" development, but also ;

fe the idministration. 'Administrators in Africa are'figb/tlng

iE 'of'personnel" Lind"^ime,' but should'neverVhe^ess pay more ' atVeniion

to'lhe-'general'problems oF administration" even' to the detriment of'their

'daily

l:9.:"rj The Chairman''thanked' warmly'"the-two speakers and adjourned -the'ml

at 5.30 p.m.
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4. Mr. D.A. Obiri, Ghana, explaining the system of personal income tax

obtaining in his country stated that it was introduced lh-*l*943"_-oTr-tirar--

British Colonial model. On account of the very liberal personal and other1

allowances, the tax yield was very small, as" ^he system then obtaining

was suited to societies in which the average level of income was relatively

high. _ i _ . ^

5. The yea-r .1961/62 was one-o£oroajo,r revolution, in tbe tax legislation, in

Gh'ana, .. whek^ofessor Nichola§:.JCaldorvp| papbrid^e,University was.. invijer<l .: ,

by. the Gofyernipent to. make. a study of-the tax,,laws. .He., recommended tjjejjr,; _gT-.=

abolition ofr^erspna^ allr>wanpe.s7 the i^rpducti.on pf ,a modified PATE .,.._

schemey the cancellation of, reliefs inr,re,s^ct of lo^ses^incurred by tracers

and the imposition of a minimum, ^ax, base4-jQ?i-,-2^;ff i^.^urnoYert. .^ , .;

6. The speaker gave comparative^ figures of t^x payable-by ^ingle^ind■ -

married persons in 1955/56* I960/6I ^and--i965/6$^whiGii showed

increase,: in personajl %a^.a.tX^ri^^-vrph.Q .-minimum.^,taxable limit--was

£120 and the slab rates varied from i to Ms/5.[fe tlie Poun(iv .:;- ?;*::.■... ;i-

7. The introduction of: income ^ taxdeararicer bettificates wb.ic&;i were-required

to be obtaifleaAf«r various purposes,-1a^t dietedtly connected with-ftke paymjetit

of taxes, like;:import and oiher^Ii'Censes^ lendeics for gove£nm§ni enntracts,-

remittance ofL'funds abroad, etc;'had been-:very fruitful in bringing'the i--""

defaulting taxpayers to book* 'OtheT's^eps^adopted to cheokL'%ax?evasion?Jwere

the shiftihgitoTXlt;he- burdeti-bn1^ tHe; ^xpayers to file on'-tii'eir^^wn1 the7Annual:'

returns3©?j incofc^y dedii6t£6n:ibf a-prdvlsiehal tax ate3^ oii^ the5^ayifients:!feade

to governfflen1^0 coA^ractors raneL; progi-essive' e^tiiaa%ed-^ssessme'n^ at 2^ of^the

turnover ■ in baSesJ 6"f!tradei-s wk^^'did'not aiifet&ift^-Jr^ier'books'" ®f acc^h-tsV:;

In order to ensure^-that°aliLUnearnea: ihcome's-w$re taxedi':legie3iition !was- -•"■'"

soon to be enacted for the purpose of taxing all such income- &$• soiirft'©j at

the cdaiSany.. rat#;.of JOf.v.in,-::the,.ppun^ ; .Jfit^.a yi.QV^o bring ±b.e small tracers

*. into the :tax,net, the Standard. Assessment .Act-l^^had beeri enacted under

whicfe ttceiie wexe at present; 2-J classesTof persons carrying on,_different

- trades an^^y^QatigEtaKjfr.Qm taxi own?;^3 t0 watch repairers, wlio?were by law,.,:

require^ to pay,-$ standard (rate, of tax, varying from £12 to £^6 £fr year, :.

which was a: provisional advance tax; subject ^.adjustment, on. final assessment.
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8. Mr. Antftine Tahauian of Togo explained the personal Tndd"ie"\ax '

system obtaining in the French-speaking countries. Broadly speaking,

this was.a schedular system, under which each category of income was

subject to"taxation at a proportional rate that varied according to the

origin of the income, whether earned or unearned. The total income of the.

taxpayer was then liable to tax at a graduated rate under the global

personalized income tai, 'subjectLto exemption "otr part 'of 'the- "income- at

the base'ieveli ani'di^uBtion'^r famiIy"aiibwafitiesV''eto;"t;in"s>dme''f8f>''thie1-:j-'-!-

French^3peald.ng:!cWntr£es, however, a differetit methcd:L7was applicable1 wliich

consisted" of imposing'Vsingle^'g'e'nerai income taxat'a grii&u^ed^aniir L ' :

personalised'rate on7 ihe total incSme of a]taxpayer, irrespective-of its :'

origin or nature'; ^lioiign different :'rules were applicable £8r determining^

the ne^dncOffleiacoprdisg^to .the different;:c^egp.rieSj. the income frogr .:

all soureee was

9. TH^'above two systems ^applied.';1;b-iall taxpayers who ha^/a relatively r

high income which -d^ild. be declared to ther"fiscai'Lservices and was oaj^abie

: of verification. ||^s.ons whose income .wa§;diffiQult: to determine pr-l'pr

whom a-sufficientlyj^ear tax;base: could.not-,^e;;estalBlishe4-for obtaining

a.retuxnffof income, were subjected ^9 a presumptive assessment known :as

Mimpo$,!minimuni:forfaitaire" (capitation tax). -^ThiS; tax, was usually., :: ;.

calculate,d1;acGprding,i^o a scale worked out :for eaeh economic region and;,/■

^9.0^...intpjacpount^bg^hj^he, ;taxpayeravpGGupa$jipn and .liis apparent and

assumed..income.,:■: In somerefou^Jrie^, rthis ;tax was .admitni^tered by local -.::-

CQmmi^te^s^unqLer,.t^e. -Chai^saanship:.ofva. represfntativen^^^ths central. -

authority.. i.'Phis^tax^as^applicable. $o all male adultsjover; 18 years,

exempti-on-beinggraniie.dxt^ children,,, women, and .old persons of over

65

!t0;' In tHb coursg-'br general disPussioriJifhicH ^asvery enlivening, '

delegates of' neari^^klf^he1'countries parti:£iipate'dv' "Besides : commenting ':

on the-'sys't^rPof "pe'r^ori'a^nii!come1 taxation" cfbtain:ing"i:n"Ethiopia and'Ghana r~™:

as'brought out "by th^'Sd^R^Spsakers, many !Of" them cnitiined the structure i;

obtairiing^in their'courtti'i^s. The e'xperts frPm' the'^ited Nations and other

Iiiterna^iionai ■'■Agenci^nia^sf* gave the:ir; views' p'oi^ti'ng^outHhe system's1' iL . '

•btaining in advanced countries, and the main problems which were required

to be tackled in respect of personal incomo tax.
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H. Comparison of the British and French system of taxation showed that

thaugh the former was a unitary one and the Matter secular, there was ■

not try great difference between the two. It was also observed
of the taxatxon st.uctu.es in the world were now bexng based-o* the global
syste^rthe diffe^t,sources .f.personal income being taxed at the same _

ration a progressive: slab basis, there being in some countrxes;a ..,

- preferential' treatment of taxing earned income at a l.wer rate than the

unearned income. In most cases, a separate corporation tax was levxed . :

8n companies.

121' It was felt that the basic problems to be considered were the .ode -

of taxing persons in the small income group and the method of c.mputxng
■?^V ' ^W d biness ^cfesaion or vocation

g

the'income of persons oar^W on trade, business,
on a small or medium scale an* who did not maintain proper-books of accounts

to'record the different transactions. The simplification of «*■ tax ^

statutes, the introduction of a PAW systgm, and the part to b, p^ed by

the^tax admimBtration in- Making proper assessments and ooll«ot«na ae

veal a, in Cheung tax evasion were very important- problems for getting ,

the due r^nues to the Exchequers. The allocation of the taxeSl to the

Centra and Territorial regions or- Local tothorities was retired t. be

?rOperly considered in the light of social and economic conditions of the

different ^ican-countries. The „■ action of taxing capital gains and the

net wealth of .ersorts apart fro. income was necessary to be looked into,

having regard to its impact on investment and savings in developing ..:

economies of the African .countries. •.. ■

13,. One of-the-main pointB discussed was whether the present daal system of

personal- taxation obtaining in most of the African countries, namely the

persona! graduated tax, the local r.te or the capitation tax, in addxtxon ;

to income---tax, be retained to tax the persons in the low income brackets or

he d.ne away with, so as to have only one central .nco.e tax.. Having regard

to the difficulties of tax administration, especially due to the lack of

trained personnel at present available in the developing African countrxes,

and the higher cost cf collection involved in taxing small incomes, xt was

felt that the personal graduated tax, or its equivalent in force xn many

African countries should be retained for fie present as it could be

administered in a simple manner wxthout th, sophistication of allowances and
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deductions obtaining in income vax» it could be made an important source of

revenue of local authorities at the regional levels for the'various-services

rendered by them. ' ■ ■ ' ■ ■■

14» -Criticism was,levelled at the high minimum taxable limit obtaining in

many countries,-as compared to the average wage earnings or income per capita,

on account ;of very liberal personal and other allowances for marriage, children,

dependants, education, etc. It. was suggested that gradually the income tax

base should be lowered, by reducing or eliminating these allowances so as to

bring in more and more taxpayers within its fuld in order to broad-base the

direct tax structure and have a more equitable distribution of tax burden-

between the different classes of people and at the" same time increase"the revenue
1 ". o ■ ■■■ ■"■ ■' ■;

of the Governments. The aggregation*of the' income of the husband and wife and
■■ o . ■- ■. . ■ ■

making the family as the unit of taxation was deemed desirable in the^context

of African sucial and economic conditions.

15* The role.of taxation on investment and savings in developing countries

was brought out in the discussion. . It was stressed that though the taxation

rates and the. minimum and maximum limits of taxation should be kept at fair

and adeqju-ate levels, taxation and. development went hand in hand and with the

increase- in income and wealth in developing countries as a result of planned

economic, and industrial progress, the higher monetary returns which led to

inflation and wasteful expenditure s" ould be properly mopped up by higher

taxation, though at the s.ame.time. there should be provisions in the tax

statutes for incentives for investment and.savings.

.16, --.The taxation of .foreign inco.me. of. the residents and the liability of

non-resident foreigners in..the:1t;ax statutes was considered and it was suggested

that in developing economies, the role of. taxation of such income should be

properly looked into. so..as not to impede the industrial and economic

'advancement of ..the African countries.. ,
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1?.. ;!|;;3?aX"G©ri0essions to be allowed to foreign technicians, "besides Consular

and United i ations;_.officials, who were exempted' from payment of income tax

under international coriVeniioLiS, was also discussed. It was opined that with

a view to obtain technical assistance of experts in the different fields in

developing Afr^ean^eon^ie^^"-wi±cir"'iri the 'present'Transitory stage lacked

necessary experienced personnel, exemption or concession in tax to foreign

teSih^iibiaiiS Jc0uid be "a good incentive to secure tEe""neces"sary talent for

'implementing a planned programme of industrial and economic development.

-of -the African countries. ' ■■-=

18. It was pointed out .that political., influence sometimes

considerable part in the mode of;., taxation,.;-besides the local, soc.;UiIo:and.

economic conditions^ which were rightly taken into consideration in fra,mino-

the tax structures. It was felt that the tax administrators were very often

ignored by the Treasury and Finance Ministries in the framing of.the.taxation

statutes ejci in the introduction of new taxes. It was stressed that the tax

administrators should be consulted well in advance and play their rightful

role-in the planning and'framing of the taxation structures in the different

countries.
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NOTES OP THE DISCUSSIOH OF THE AFTERNOON MEETING OF 7 DECEMBER AND

: :' ' THE'MtfRNT^G MEETING OF 8 DECEMBER '

Agenda item 4 (id) - TAXATION OF BUSINESS -INCOME

.1. , Mr. E.A. OSINDERO, Chairman of-.the Federal Board of Inland Revenue

of Nigeria said that in discussing ^taxation of business income he vould-»ot

limit himeolf to the taxation of companies, but would include the taxation

of professional income and income of traders. However, he preferred

in this connection not to'treat"the taxation of oil-companies, because" ,

special arrangements on a'fifty-fifty basis were.made for.their taxation.

2. ...The. main difficul^,.was,to be., found in the. fact that-adequate •: .

business, accounts are,greatly packing. African traders had the habit of

mixing business.expenses and private expenses.:. Since 1 Septdfifcer 1965

an Institute of Chartered Accountants had been founded in Nigeria and it

was felt.that the discipline of its members -could:greatly-contribute to

improving this bookkeeping situation. . .; ■

3. The tax administration found it extremely difficult to get and to

keep qualified personnel. It took three years to educate an inspector

of taxes (in the U.K.) and the drain from other government departments and

from commercial firms was heavy.

4. The assessment by the Department is supervised by scrutiny commissi.ns

which had a knowledge of local conditions and increased assessments when

they thought fit.

5. Some results had been attained by co-operati«n with the Customs

Department. However it was found difficult to reconcile the total of

imports according to Customs with the accounts of taxpayers.
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.6,. ,-Mr. Osindero wondered, whether a solution; for training of •intermediate

..personnel.could not be found in the.creation of a training- .school..for.

several African countries.. ■ .- .....-.-

7. -^he appeal procedure aswell as the general1 attitude of the African

population, which does'not- like to' seek each other's downfall, made the

work of tax officials more difficult.

8. A particular difficulty-1furthermore was in the working of the postal

services assessment notices;had to be delivered by registered post.

9."' ;in the'international field difficulties were encountered by .the fact

that the diplomatic corps is nofbound%* give information even about .

Nigerian nationals and that in double taxation agreements the advantages

\go largely to the capital exporting countries.

10. In Nigeria a few steps had been taken to Africanize the tax

legislation; The income of the Vife/wives was no longer included in

the income of the husband, "and children's allowances were also.accorded "

far another person's children' provided they were being educated by the

taxpayer.. : :

11, Mr. RAJOANA gave an account of the system of taxing business profits

in Madagascar. In this country there is a tax on miscellaneous profits

payable by any person in receipt, of such profits. The field of

application is therefore very wide and only wage-earners are exempt.

In calculating* taxable profits, costs and expenses may be deducted,

such as overheads, financial charges, losses, capital investment carried

©tit oft- even sorely planned '{automatic deduction for certain capital

investments, corresponding to the objectives of the plan). Taxation

is proportional, there'being a fixed rate for individuals and reductions

according to the 'number of- their'dependants. In ■■"the case »f companies,

a flat rate is applied, of course, without any tax-free allowance.

■•
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12. The normal -thod of taxation is on-returns frW the taxpayer* Wified
by the tax office.. Tailing suoh retums or when i^would: W'illusory to *

expect any, the tax office makes a presumptive assent. ■- The tax returns

are ^processed in a -computer s;Q that they c;an be foll.wed up. Mre easily

and .checked and so .that. information useful fa, national accounting can be
extracted from them.

13,, -In the application of the tax, difficulties., arise because accounts ■
are often- lacking or.are,non-uniform or fraudulent, m addition to such

technical difficulties there.are .ther admi»lstratiVe difficulties arising
because of the large area of the^country and the relative fre^uencyof
fraudulent practices. " ' ■..■-...-

14. Variou, measures have heen taken in Madagascar in an atteBpt. to re.edy
these defects and to.improve the taxation systemi

" -Merchants are,quired to keep regular accounts, . othervise.lthe tax
office^makes a presumptive, assessment; it is hoped that this method .will
encourage.taxpayers to keep satisfactory accounts. -

-Industrxalists and Wholesalers must provide invoice, and indicate
the IBM numbers of their olients. .

-As has,been indicated the electronic computer makes it possible to :
pr.cess returns of every kind -and to establish'the turnover.

-A national auditing ^team has been established, with p.wers t. .inspect
be»lcs throughout the island. ' ' " ' '" " ' ' -:

- Action has als.p: been taken, in the field of traini^, and menti.n was

-de of the establishment of an association of. chartered accountants and
accredited bookkeepers, the establishment of a centre-for business

administration apd .the organization of courses in bookkeeping.
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.15. Finally,. Mr._,Ila..ioaria..pointed.out that, new measures were to be taken

with the objept, notably ,r.of standardizing the_presentation of accounts

and progressively implementing a general accounting plan.

■16. ■ ■■ In the' discussion which .ensued, the following difficulties were

especially -stressed* ■ * "

-1Y-- "The inadequacy-of book-keeping accounts.

-'■ '--" Remedies1 ■ap"plied--"in ■^rica1-' ■

• --Su^p&r't for professiona-l organizations? of qualified accountants

; which--fea>ve disciplinary rules for-1 their members (Nigeria)'

- Sanctions against negligent accountants (ivory Coast --penalties

: for mistakes discovered)

- Sanctions against taxpayers whose book-keeping is insufficient

(LiT'sria - fee of $25 for every auditor/day necessary to come to

a correct assessment) ..

- Burden of proof is laid on taxpayer ..(Madagascar) if the book-keeping

. . ip.dnacLeQ.uate or unreliable. . . .?t,^_ ;

- Import-export declarations together with copies of invoices of

wholesalers can.provide, with the help of a computer, fairly reliable

figures about the turnover. o,f. traders (Madagascar) .

- The swe^rinr-in of tc^ declarations (Sierra Leone)

- Models of simple book-keeping accounts (little success in Northern

.. ■ . ,- Nigeria, .some Gucc^ns in Sierra Leone)... ._ ..,,,.

- Free book-kseping co.urnes for taxpayers (Madagascar)

., : - Ri^ght of appeal-:-only after payment of arbitrary tax .assessment

- {.^QTla}, inqas^ where the., book-keeping is inadequate

, - Very severa investigation., almost.. a .raiding :part^,'.plade possible

with search van-ant of the competent magistrate,, All documents and

correspondence, seized (Malawi) .,..,, . . , t ... .

- High administrative .penaltles^if declarations are false (Malawi and

others) , ■ . . .,-:;■■.-.: /, ■ .■ °

- ■ Hiring of foreign-auditors .from first-class. International firms (Liberia)
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- Forfaitaire system in many francophone countries for small enter

prises. The book-keeping is limited to'the' minimum! books for' sales

and purchases, wi'tnthe invoices which have to be made available

for the tax administration; declaration of the total of sales.and pur

chases, the stocks, the number of employees, total of salaries'.paid,

total of rents paidaB.well for business as for private purposes,

description of utility - and private cars, held, number and names of

persons belonging to the household.■ The income is calculated

by applying a..gross profit rate derived from studies,made about

the profession . r- _■■

- The right of access to bank accounts and-to the books of taxpayers

in general ..(ivory Coast) .:, .. , ■ .

2. Shifting of income :

a) within the territory, e.g. to members of the family

b) outside the territory:

i) by high interest rates" for loans, which limit the profits

domestically made ' ~

ii) by'high import and low export prices J:

iii) by high cost of services and a high share in headquarters costs

Remedies:

a) little or none

■fe) i) Withholding tax on interest or a legal provision to limit the

possibility"of deduction of interest

ii) by legal prbvision to enabletho readjustment oif prices botwoen parent

companies and subsidiariea and to replace them 'by- p-ficcs "at arm's
length ". . .......

iii) One African country (Burundi) did not allow any deduction of

headquarters costs.

Sierra Leone requires from foreign companies a consolidated account

of their world wide profits and calculates the domestic profits on" a basis

of *% turnover or on the average world percentages.

3^ To avoicl a flight from private income into'company income, the"franco

phone countries apply a minimum tax on companies, which is due oven if no

profits tire made.

4» The exchange of data with foreign tax administrations is non-existent

or very limited.
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NOTES OP THE . JISCUSSIQN OF THE AFTERNOON METING. OF

8 DECEMBER

Agenda Item 6 - PROBLEMS OF TAX aDMINSTRaTION INCLUDING

STAFFING AND RECRUITMENT

1, Mr. I.S« FRASER^ ' outlined the importance of Good Administration and

Management and emphasized the necessity for consideration of administrative

requirements at all stages;;

(a) Regarding the type »f tax to apply;

("b) When-drafting'legal provisions?

(c) Regarding economic, social and political aims of taxation.

"2, He emphasized the need for simplicity in laws,.organization structure,

^administrative procedures and forms and tor staffing training at all levels

including management development programmes. .

3, Mr. H. HINDLET ' outline,4-tJie-, principles or rules to he applied in

making an assessment of an organization or in creating a nev organization

structure s . - : -: .

(i) Rational Assignment - The identification of distinct functions

and their related grouping;

(ii) Span of Control -a:-■ .Endeavour to restrict the number of senior

, officers reporting to the Head «f the

: ■. organization to not more than four or five;

:.:..■■■ (iii) Delegation-Gf ' - T« arrange the functional grouping of

Authority. activities so as to facilitate the delegation

of authority; ■ : ■

'ii.r.i

(iv) 'Co-ordination;' - The organization structure should facilitate

"''"'■■ '"' co-ordination of activities without overlapping

responsibilities.

(1) Chief, Public Administration Section, ECA

(2) Regional Publio Administration Adviser (O&M), ECA
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4. The need for an effective forms management and forms design programme

in Taxation Departments was also emphasized.

5' Staffing and Recruitment"- Mr. Sebagereka■•":(Ei(3&&- Commissioner-designate)

opened discussion on these subjects;-with an outline of the problems

prevailing in EaCSO:

(i) ...Acute shortiag^of^ualified personnel,? __ .. ,,...,,-

(ii) Lack of persons: capable of absorbing, training;

(iii) Need for additional training facilities?

,(iv) High rate of staff turnovers;

(v) , Maintenance, of .standards, - - -*-—-—:.--.:-

6, Delegates generally agreed with this outline of problems. There was

considerable discussion of the qualifications needed for tax officials

and particularly of the place of the University graduate in tax administration.

The French-speaking territories appeared to place high importance on a

background in law, supplemented by a long course in the Tax School at Paris.

Although this was concerned primarily with the French tax system which-was

of course more complicated than"that found iri: French-speaking African

territories, this training was highly"esteemed and carried great .prestige.

English-speaking territories appeared to rely, more on-training within, »r

during service. Some-delegates, draw, attention to the. importance"~of'". :

providing training and avenues of promotion for tax officials who showed

high; ability, but lacked academic qualifications.

7. Many tax serVice& found .that they tended to lose a considerable number

of their officers to private business; various devices for checking, this were

discussed* 'however many participants thought this situation must be accepted.

It even brought some advantage to tax departments inasmuch as the personnel

thus ...trained, .helped to raise the standard of tax accounting in private business.

8.- ' - -Many delegates complained that salaries and condiitiohs. of service in

tax departments, and the standing.of senior tax officials compared

^unfavourably with, those prevailing in other government departments. There
."V" - ' rt u .,

was_general agreement,on the usefulness of Organisation artd~Methods

techniques as means of improving internal organization.
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NOTES ..OP.-THE DISCUSSION OF-THE MEETING OF 9 DECEMBER

Item V- FUTURE PRIVATION OF FIPn.it. SYSTEMS IK AFRICA

1. The subject was introduced ty Mr. G.K.O. Turkson of Ghana. After a

preliminary survey W the implications of economic development on.taxation

and of the emphasis on productive investment placed by the Ghanaian

government in its' development effort, the speaker indicated the growing

importance in Ghana of excise duties as a result of industrialization.

While customs duties have slightly declined in recent years, excise duties

have rapidly increased.

2. £he search for additional" revenue has'induced the Ghanaian government

to impose in recent times new taxes: onexpenditure, sueh as the purchase ■

tax introduced in 1961 and now applying only to.motor vehicles, and.the

sales tax established'in 1965? on property by virtue of the property .

Act of 1963 whichtaxes property exceeding a ^inimum rateable value? on

capital gains, following a law adopted in 1965 which taxes the gains derived

from- the sale of certain "chargeable" assets"j and on inheritance, following

the Ghana Estates Duty Act of 1965 *b.ich provides far the imposition.»£

the estates of deceased persons.

3. A secbhd speaker on the same subject was Mr. M'Bemba from Cong* (Brazzaville).

He emphasis^ the growing expenditure governments have to incur to promote

development and the difficulties they are faced with in raising adequate

revenue for this purpose. The' problem was visible in Congo (Brazzaville)

where expenditure in the 1964/65 fiscal year was estimated at 10 billion

CFA francs while estimates for 1965/66 stood at 20 billion CFA francs.

4. The solution of the problem created by the growing gap between

expenditure and revenue was to be found in the.cautious increase of the

rates of taxation where this promised to yield, the best'results.
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5. As far as Congo (Brazzaville) is concerned, extra revenue can be

obtained from direct taxation merely by reducing the allowance (presently

40$) for salaried personnel. The same is true for companies' tax where

a 2Op allowance is presently granted and can be progressively eliminated.

SariesL,pf .in.dir&ct-;..taxa.tioii,.) oji/tlxe. other, .hand,...are also rather low, for

instance in the case of turnover tax, excises on alcoholic drinks and

tax on-petrol, the. prices of wiLich-in Congo.(Brazzaville) is only 1/3 of

the. French .level. The same 'appears'1 to "be true for taxation of TV and -

radio sets ■as,.well ■ as .for excises.roh cigarettes and' tobaccos.

6. Tne discussion which followed centered on the difficulties which stand

in the way of the imposition o£ new taxes'and on the usefulness of searching

for ndw fiscal instruments instead of trying to improve existing ones.

It was thus indicated that shortage of staff and qualified administrators

made :,it.both..difficult !and uneconomic f^r" African tax- admfnistrations to '

"branch out into ^new-and unexplored- fields.'-There were vigorous statements*

again&t the danger of a-proliferation of■'-taxes and in favour of efforts

aimed essentially at Improving the. administration and increasing the yield '

of present .taxes..-., Other, participants' voiced:.Instef^d their belief that new

taxss ,.wea?&,instruments designed :to tap resources which'Would otherwise escape

from the fiscal net.. - \" ■'■ ' ' " ■' '"'" ~:::

7. Seme participants pointed out that finance for the development effort

«f African countries comes b--.tJi from internal and external sources.

The-tendency so-far seems to be a chronic overestimatioii of external resources

and a steady Tinderestimation1of- infernal resources. During the colonial

times territorial governments-had to:provide only a-small share of the

total resources needed by the respective territories, as these resources

were mostly of external origin. The situation is today completely reversed.

This makes it necessary for tax collection to be closely related to planning

and for the tax administration to search for new .revenues in -areas other

than that of customs duties which, in tke African experience^ already

provide the bulk of government revenue. ...
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are those concerning tax concessions and holidays

Heeds in ^Ministration and jested that th

2 a regular annual .rU-annual feature * -e KCA program

9 The rest of the discussion, hoth in the -o»W and in the afte^oon,

L devoted P^,. elation ^the^^T
such ne« foris of taxation as capital gain,, value added, land and

inheritance.

On the capital gains tax the aspects «hich «ere considered were: ^

:/£ +a* i e the type of Assets (property, business assets

r
occupied by the owners; and

rights upon their sale.

„. There appeared to * certain ,asic differences in t*.treatment of

capital gains as .etween countries of British and Prench t dxj^
iif this issue and to explain in

12. Mr. Chanel, of OT He^uarters, opened the afternoon

a stated designed to explain the principles on ^ch the tax on

^ed operates in countries of French trad.tion. His stated s Well
t the declarations of the delegate from IVry Coast c.ncern.ng the
pera ion of the tax on value added in hi. country raised —U
dfslsion as to the merits of this relatively ne. for, of taxation and

of its applicability to African conditions.
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It was felt generally that^the system was perhaps useful and applicable'

in developed Surope.an .countries but required specialized personnel and
particular skills which were.scasQe in African administrations. " The ""'

delegate from the Ivory Coast underlined, however, the simplicity "of ""

the value add;ed tax as.applied in^ie country, where the whole"business
was transacted by himself and no more than ten assistants.

. i'i-

13. ;The,di?cussion was concluded byra series of exposes by several '

delegates on.the land and inheritance tax systems applied in their

respective countries (Ethiopia, Burundi, Cong- (Braszaville), Sudan,

Cameroun). Particular interest was evoked by the Sudanese delegate who

described the mode of operation of the Gesirk scheme, ^his is a vast '

irrigation project designed prin,£rily for the production »f ootton, w

all infrastructure and other capital investment has been boW by the

government. The land has been ailoted to tenant fimers on the basis

of an arrangement whereby profits are shared on a fifty-fifty basis'by
the tenants and the government. ' :-.: .
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NOTES OF THS DISCUSSION OFW KGBHIJ5TG MEETING OF 10 DECEMBER

Agenda Item 5 - FUTURE 0RIMTATI0I* OF FISCAL SYrfTMS" DI AFRICA

1) The discussion of this item, scheduled to be completed on Thursday,

was extended to the morning of Friday to enable delegates who had not

intervened the"previous day to state"their position, The meeting was al

most entirely taken up by a''discussion of technical aspects of the capital

gains tax.

2)" In particular, the paxtioi;-:,Vj3..dealt with the methods ,of determining

capital gains in" relation to both business and private individuals, with

the difficulty of Rawing a clear distinction between income and capital

gain, and with the problems arising from currency depreciation. In con

nection with"the last point, it was indicated that certain countries allow

'coefficients of revaluation of assets precisely to compensate for monetary

devaluation. „.,■.-..- < :-. ■ ■ ■■ > r. -- ■ ■ ' -: •'

3) Some interventions were also aimed at further clarifying the difference

"in the treatment of.capital" gains in countries of French and British .tradi

tion. In the latter,"only "income is taxed with the result that the tax

payer is constantly trying to present, as capital gain something which is..

in fact income. " Taxation of capital gains is., ..however, under consideration

in Britain while even certain African countries, .Ghana for instance, have

already included capital gains tax in their fiscal structure. . ^ .

4) The discussion ended with a statement by Mr..; Spencer who summarized

the debates, on. item. 5. of. the.Agenda, . . ..... ,h . . ■ , ■
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NOTES OP THE DISCUSSION OF Tito UOMOTG MEETING OP 10 DECEMBER

Agenda Item 6 - PROBLEMS IN TAX ADMINISTRATION (CONT'D)

The Role of Mechanization

Mr. F. a. Adelaja, tax administrator of Western Nigeria, pointed out

that, contrary to what might be expected, his administration was not mech

anised. However, in the application of theP.A.Y.E. system, it greatly

profited from the mechanisation of several large employers in Western Nigeria,

who provided the tax administration with complete data, analyses and statistics
about their employees and taxes deducted.

Very different was the situation in Madagascar where a computerized

system had been working for some time not only for the tax administration but

also for the national accounts, public expenditure and statistics. There were

punch cards of the whole population and of all the enterprises. The turnover

of every enterprise was calculated mechanically on the basis of available

data about imports and exports and of sales from' the wholesalers. This kind
of control on the control on the declared turnover fibres could only'be

offered by a computer and contributed considerably to an increase in tax revenue,

Ivory Coast went as far in the application of a computerized system but

found advantages in faster handling of all public accounts. However, as in

Madagascar, the introduction of the system had taken several years because
m the beginning many mistakes had been made by the tax officials not fully
aware of the'exigencies of'the machines.

Camerbun was^considering the introduction of mechanization much on the
same lines as Madagascar. :"" " ■ '

The Eastern Regio* of Nigeria had had already for years a conventional

type of mechanisation but found difficulty in reconciling into tax accounts

with the accounts of the Accountant General, which were kept with a somewhat

different system. This constitutes a warning to those who consider intro

duction of mechanisation to start from the beginning with a unified system.

The discussions were useful for all those countries who were con

sidering remedying administrative shortcomings by mechanisation. The

gonejyil feeling was that greater speed and precision could be attained, but

that labour costs could not be reduced. However, some personnel could be

made free to improve assessment and collection.
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NOTES OF TH3 DISCUSSION OF THE IK'HIOTG LIFTING OP 10 DECEMBER.

Agenda Item 6 - PHOB^MS IN TAX ADMINISTRATION

Deduction of Tax at Source in the Case of Personal Income fax (P.A.Y.eQ

, ...Mr, Sheikh- Hassan Bel-ail of the Sudan opening the discussion, stated

that under the Personal Income Tax Ordinance, 1964* a P.A.Y.E. system, was

introduced in Sudan for enforcing a tax on salaries including other emolu

ments and allowances, exceeding SL1,350 per annum, Enough the employer

was held responsible for deducting the tax from the emoluments paid "by him

to the employees, the ultimate responsibility for making the returns of in

come and for paying the due tax on final assessment rested on the individual

employee,

2. Mr. ..R. S. Latham (E.A. G»:S.O. ) said that the withholding of tax at source

(specifically that due on wages and salaries) satisfied the four principal

maxims of taxation viz equality, certainty,convenience of payment and economy

in collection. The present British system combined the advantages of cumu

lation, graduation and coding, which gave it a high degree of accuracy and

flexibility, so.that it responded effectively to varying economic conditions.

He then outlined the Swedish system obtaining both for wage earners and self

employed persons and those having different sources of income under which

current payments on account of ultimate liability had to be made on a pro

visional basis. He also outlined the system of P.A.Y.E. as obtaining in

Northern Nigeria since 1962, and the one to be introduced in East Africa

from the middle of 1966.

3. In the course of discussion, the P.A.Y.E. systems obtaining in some of

the countries having British and French backgrounds were brought out. The

consensus of opinion was that the P.A.Y.E. system was an effective measure

which should be generally introduced in Africa. This system was beneficial

to the governments as it increased the number of taxpayers and the amount

of revenue, which came in as a regular flow of tax every month. It was

also more convenient for the taxpayers to pay "by instalments. Finally, the

tax administration was relieved of procedural work, and had to only take

care of the final assessments necessary.

4. It was however suggested that in the case of employees in the lowest

income group, a fiat-rate of deduction, instead of the graduated scale,
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might be introduced as was contemplated, in Eaat Africa, -.I^sras also

fel%iMrife wi*?^^ of tax on J,.monthly basis coul|L .^ made the .^
final liability in the case of small "income "taxpayers^^ouT"''seperate "
assessments being made on them as was the case in s^ffle~eoun4ries, ' To

control tax evasion, it would be necessary to have an"'enforcement staff

k^ checSsand visiting the establishments of employers.

also centered-.around the .question as to whether the P.A.Y.E.

.Jp:wage -earners,gould be^extended^to self employed persons

andvthose .having different sourcesrpf income.. In th^ connection, the system

of advance or provisional payment of tax obtaining in some countries on. .the

bi of th?^last completed assessment or on an estimated basis made either

^axauthoritie^ or; the taxpayers/ was suggested for implementation,

^The^withholding of tax at source from incomes.like dividend, interest, rent,

payments to contractors, W as was the^practice prevailing in some countries,

was also discussed and it was felt that the same ^ould be applied^in suitable

Q??^iOns f0r C0Hecting the tax at the point where; the income was'earned
or paid, ' ' """' .- .- ^.. . ■ ; , . ■■„

'.'' 3~.) '■"
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NOTES OP THE DISCUSSION OP THE AFTEOTOON MEETING OF 10 DECEMBER

• Age»aa.Tltem 6:(oo»tia) - THE M'Timi OV THE OFFICIALS --

1. Mr. Osindero of Nigeria reported the general opinion--of the

English^speslting group 6f participants. They considered that the

training^ficlexical- Staff could only be done by-the countries concerned

but that^ training of higher staff (to start with inspector) would

benefit by-putting at -on an international African basis. The English-

speaking group thought that considerations should be given'W the

establishment of two institutes for higher education of tax officials, „,

one for West Africa and one for East Africa.

The group had no firm opinion about the desirability of extending^

this education to the highest professional ranks (to start with Deputy

Commissioner). ■

2. ' Mr. Golly of'ivory*Coast gave as the opinion of the French-speaking

group that international cooperation in educating tax officials should

be limited to the higher'ranks and that it would be necessary to create

two institutes in Africa for this purpose, one for the French-speakxng,

the other for the English-speaking participants.

They were furthermore almost unanimously of the opinion (contrary

to the English-speaking group) that the institutes should only admit

students who have already a law degree. .., .-

3. Burundi stated that At would .he difficult .for several African

countries and maybe not even desirable, to have the access to the

institute limited to students with a law degree.
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4. Mr. weiefelt reported his analysis of the auestionnaires send in by
the participants. The conclusions which he could draw were very genera!.
The costs of tax collection in the thirteen countries examined varied

between 0.5 percent and .3 percent of the total tax yield and therefore
seeded nowhere excessive nor prohibitive for further training costs.

For the higher grades with the existing differences in gradations,

S" "*«*«* explanations were necessary about which grades could be
reckoned to be higher grades. It was found that all countries (left

apart U.A.E.) counted together the number of students represented 20%

°f the existing staff, for all other grades a percentage of only 8 was "

found. Some countries did not have any trainees at all. These figures

22uld indicate that existing training facilities (Ecole des Impots Paris,-
Overseas Territories Income Tax, London; lfe University Western Nigeria)
are, generally speaking, sufficient and that the intermediate and maybe ?

the lower ranks need more urgently attention.

5. During the discussion the attention was drawn to" the fact that the^ax'

legislation of the African countries exhibited some tendency to grow'further
and further apart, a phenomenon which is apparently less accute in the

countries with a French tradition, but which, nevertheless, makes a uniform
training of tax officials more and more difficult.

There was a general feeling that the need for assessors for smaller

and medium size businesses and it might well be that some countries could

provide others with technical assistance in this field by making experienced

trainers available. It was also felt that for lower and intermediate

personnel relatively little profit could be derived from sending them to

neighbouring countries to follow the lessons of existing training-institutes.
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NOTES OF THE DISCUSSION OP THE MORNING MEETING OP 13 DECEMBER

IHCENTT7BB FOR DEVELOPMENT

(National aspects)

1 The subject was introduced by Mr. Pembroke of EACSO, who stated that

heW basing his intervention on tile ECA paper IH.R./96 dealing with the

subject under consideration and distributed to participants. In East Afnca

(Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda), the main emphasis tf governmental policy to

attract foreign investment was on generous capital allowances and a favourable

tax climate. The major concessions to foreign investors were in the form

of a 10O/o write-off of capital expenditure, plus an investment allowance of

20^ of capital on new factories and hotels. The favourable tax climate

consisted essentially «f the possibility of carrying forward indefinitely

any losses incurred in any one year or years.

2. East Africa had avoided carefully the concession of tax holidays which

represents net loss of revenue, were difficult to administer and not a

decis-ive element in the invests s decision. What investors required, in

order 4* decreasing importance, were basically the following elements: ,

(a) political stability; (b) a good supply of labour; (c) adequate services,

such as power, water etc.; (d) adequate markets; (e) reasonable profits;

(f) the right to repatriate the profits,and eventually also the capital.

3. The speaker quoted from several sources'to demonstrate that the absence

of ■a. tax holiday is not in most cases likely" to tip the scales against

any proposed foreign investment. In East Africa the principle of tax

holidays is strenuously opposed because of its complexity and inequity

deriving from the difficulty of defining the profits to be exempted; from

the dangers of diverting profits from established concerns to tax exempted

firms; from the inevitable political pressures brought to bear on

Government to admit this or the other industry to the'benefit of the tax

holiday and the difficulty of distinguishing quick profits enterprises

from those which only produce profits in the long- run, after the

expiration ef the holiday.
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4. Last but not least, in a number of cases,

developing countries in the fern, of tax holidays are

repatriated to

developed countries.

5. A ,f

:

or »e ln the
interest. The law

of up I., 25 years.

7* The speaker coneli&id

a ,omplete list of

tb.
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the risk of abuse of tax holidays by companies which do not need or deserve

them; the need to control the price charged by industries benefiting from

tax exemptions to prevent undue profits; and finally the usefulness of

limiting .sqm.QhoxJ&e j?op© of tax.hoUdaysj:.a^^^done: for instance in

India where exempted profits were only th&se not exceeding a certain

percentage of the invested capital.

9/' 'Some participants illustrated the investment incentive-provisions' in

their respective countries (Ethiopia, Madagascar and Mauritania).' JH

conclusion it was generally agreed that'tax holidays had essentially a

psycholdgieal value and were significant only to provide the marginal

incentive n-eceseafy to provoke a favourable, decision on the part of the

investor. : '" -: '■ '•

10. The need for'co-operation among African countries to harmonize their

industrial incentive legislation was underlined by many participants who

pointed out the.risks involved in useless competition in this field. .'

Harmonization is* however, far from being standardization. Certairt-African

countries areUess favoured than others due.to their geographical position

and resources and may therefore have to offer higher incentives if-tiie,

foreign investor is to. be at all attracted. .

■11^ In this context several delegates described .the efforts towards:_

harmonization, of investment legislation undertaken within econpmic^anf, customs

unions or other sub-regional forms of association in existence :or, under,

consideration, such as the Central African Economic Union, the .proposed

■We.st African group including Guinea, Ivory Coast, Liberia and .Sierra Leone,

and the East African Common Market. In these cases, however, co-operation

goes >svpnd the field of industrial incentives, to cover the whole fiscal

field and, more important, the allocation of industrial projects among member

countries. The latter proved in fact one of the most difficult points in the

working of. the East African Common Market.
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?OTBS °F THS DISCUS5I0K OF THE AFT3HNOON MEETING OF 13

-Agenda- Item 4(iii) - FISCAL INCENTIVES FOR DEE

(international aspects) ■ ; • ..

■. 1- Mr' J; v.a,£j°gS> representative of the International Fiscal Association,

after having summarized the causes of international double taxation,

distinguished "between 3 methods of unilateral or treaty reliefs

(a) the exemption method-, (foreign source income is exempt}j

(b) the credit method (foreign tax on foreign source income is

deducted from domestic tax)

; (c) .the reduced rate method (foreign source income is taxed at a

, reduced rate).

2. -Indirect double taxation may arise where definitions in the two.

-countries concerned differ (what is dividend, deductible expense, ..permanent

establishment or where other differences exist, such as with respect to

depreciation allowances and carry forward of losses,

3. The credit method can annihilate the effect of unilaterally granted

tax privileges in developing countries,; unless a tax sparing-Credit is

■'" given as is the,*ase in some newly negotiated double taxation conventions.

However even-if sach.a tax sparing credit exists, the difficulties in

assessing its extent can- make this device difficult to,.apply.

4. Tax incentives should be based on objective criteria so as to make

them more acceptable "than arbitrary devices. Tax conventions can largely

contribute in establishing those*objective criteria. However as the

negotiation for tax conventions are" extremely time consuming, African

countries are advised' to enac'i the tax incentives they consider desirable

in a form known and accepted in the tax laws of developed countries.
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5. ' Dr."H.' Debatjp, representative of the O.E.CJ. stresses the . ^ ,

importance of harmonization"of tax incentives with the legislation of the

capital- exporting countries us well as mth'the othe^ entries, of ^the regx.n.

6. Tax incentives should he generous enough to achieve the desired result,

hut no^^'^n^ouS^^-W'give' away windfall gains': to^the tffi%frtorav

7. 'competition'between developing, countries in granting tax privileges

ought to fee avoided, which'does not mean that all African countries should

go sota¥;Vith;the harmonization of-their tax incentive' systems as *a make

them the same. Hot equality, hut harmonization in the context of different

fi^a>,financial and social circumstance, is -the. *ask; to be .jprsuafe urgently.

8. -^he^reigh" invfeor expects in the developing country a taxation

system whi'cb? 1^ not ^sV^ourable' than thai in his own 'country. Incentives

given in his own country make the pattern which is most acceptable to him.

9. Capital exporting countries could contribute to investment in developing

countries if they extend the incentives given to their own industry, to

investments in developing countries. Capital allowances granted to local

industry could be extend' to investments overseas.

10. Tax conventions are indispensable to take the full profit of tax

incentives African countries are willing to give. Unilateral measures can

never synchronize the tax legislation of the capital exporting as well as

the capital importing country.

11. Generally speaking the capital exporting countries are rather generous

in granting developing countries the possibility of taxation at source of

dividends, royalties, rents etc.

12. In the following discussion it was pointed out that the difference

between a tax holiday and capital allowances is that tax holidays are

limited in time while capital allowances are limited in amount. Which of

the two is to be preferred depends upon the international tax situation,

the risk the government is willing to take and the exigencies of different

types of enterprises. Attention was also drawn to the fact that the system

of tax incentives should be administratively feasible and that it should be

compatible with the tax system of the main capital exporting country.
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This means that the francophone and the anglophone countries are likely

to develop different systems of tax incentives, *. .-„.. ■ ^

•13. In negotiating double taxation conventions the following goals should
"be pursued:

(i) Companies formed in an underdeveloped country,©yen if they

are financed with foreign capital, should not fall under the

tax jurisdiction of the foreign countryj

(ii) Exemptions of tax should only be granted if they are fully

recognized in the oapital exporting country;

(iii) The capital exporting country should grant initial allowances..
■ ■ . ?.

to be deducted from other gains of the capital supplier, also

for investments made in the capital importing country. "

r.- r

■-1 :,



NOTES OF rJT^ DISCUSSION OF: ;PHE MORNING MEETING OF U

m^'-UvV- SOURCES"OF REVENUE FOR LOCAL ^ OOVEHWWT . ,.., <;.<-.

1. J?he subject *as introduced Jtif Mf'ibd^laye ^^guile (Directeur-, ..

des Contributions Mverses eif Chef du Service dp Domaines, Mali), .,: ;.

who described the fiscal systems of "his country,,: both in respect of; -

central and local authorities and the' difficulties, being encountered

by reason of the fall in the revenues of the country.. He explained;,,

the efforts being made to offset imbalances in revenue and expenditure. ,

Economies were being'mMe in expenditure, the numbers of civil servants

were drastically reduced by"means of"'early retirements, .simplifications

in the taxation systems were being effected and everything that.could,,.

be done to increase revenue was being undertaken. .... ... :..::.

2. The Chairman thanked M. .Makan^uU^-for ,his- able presentation arid ■- ■

introduced Mr. J.A. Green (Regional &&#&.-& ^^c Administraticn,

Local Government), who informed the Seminar of the intention .of ECA to

hold a Seminar on Local Government Finance in September 1966. In view

of the importance of the subject and the dependence of local authorities

upon sources of revenue granted by ^ntral Government, it -as desired

to obtain from the participants of the Taxation Seminar their ideas

upon the scope of this Seminar, its.orientation and method of

presentation, e.g., whether the Seminar should be bilingual, whether

two simultaneous but separate seminars should be held and brought

together to compile a final report, or whether two completely separate

seminars for English and French expression countries should be held

at different times.
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3. Discussions then ensued on the subject of the proposed Seminar.

It was suggested that the scope of the Seminar should embrace items

such as: a comparative study of fields and methods of collection of -■

local taxes; the allocation of tax authority, with a review of existing

and potential sources of funds; credit facilities? grants and loans and

financial administration. The general consensus of opinion was that the

proposal was not only welcome, but would be of immense value to African

countries. The majority of these countries were experiencing difficulties

in meeting the requirements of expanding local government services and

increasing the sources of revenue available to local authorities, which

were more and more being involved in expansion of existing functions

and being required to adopt new tasks. Several delegates also emphasised

the detirability of organizing the Seminar on a bilingual basis and of

including, as participants, Central Government officials concerned with

financial policy, as well as Local Government officials and officials

of the Ministry or Department concerned with local government.
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PART III CONCLUSIONS *HD RECOMMENDATIONS

NO,4 ■: TAXATION. OF. PERSONAL. INCOMES /agenda item ,4(i_)7

1. • .■ The.-, Seminar.' concluded-' that systems of Personal Taxation in African

countries should be gui&e&.'by three principal objectives viz.: ""'

(i) on grounds of:Equity; they should be progressive;

(ii) on revenue grdun&s,—' they should (so far as administratively

practicable) reach downwards to embrace the great majority of

the.-income-earning population; - ■ '

(iii) on administrative .grounds., they should be susceptible of

reasonably efficient. enforcement with the staff resources ..

likely to be available.. . .. .._ :-.-, ;■■;.... . .. .■.- ■ -!

2. 4. further, consideration ©f i,rapqj?1;ance in countries where- tb.e role

of the private sector in the economy is accepted.^,is Tthat;.they:sliouldf

as far as possible without prejudicing the framework o£--.an- effective :iJ

system of taxation, encourage a high rate of investment in that sector.

3» The,_prino-ipal obstacles to the attainment of these objectives are the

great difficulties attending: the accurate determina^tdrr £or tax purposes

of certain types of income (particularly rent andr-t^ie incbtnes of small

traders, businessmen, craftsmen and farmers). and the;-higb. administrative

costs also liable to be involved ,:in attempting,:to .cio-; so. . :/■ ":::■

4. -.The Seminar noted that there was common-recognition of these" problems

in Africa as evidenced by the ■>£set that nearly allJ African countries had

developed special devices of soiae kind &$ -another to deal with them.

Thus in the former British East African territories there" "was" a "dual" ,

system consisting of a conventional "unitary";-' income tax on the. British

model 'for■Incomes individually .assessed above £600.- (for married persons)

side by side with a simpler slab-type system of personal gra4uatje4_ tax for

individuals who were assigned;,,for tax purposes to lower income arid tax

l/ i.e. the urgent need of almost all African states*for additional revenue

in order to finance development.

2/ By a "unitary" sys'teft-is meant one where all taxpayers' income, regard

less of source, is aggregated before assessment to tax; a "schedular11

system is one in which different sources of income (e.g. from •mplo^f-

ment, rent, business etc.;). are taxed separately. Former British terri

tories follow the unitary system; French-speaking ones, with some ex

ceptions the schedular one, fortified in some cases by global taxes on

aggregate income. Liberia has a unitary system largely on the American

model; Ethiopia and Sudan schedular systems without any aggregation

or global tax.
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groups on the evidence of their way of life. In Ghana the conventional

system of income tax had been retained but simplified and modified by

.the elimination, of personal, .family etc. allo^nc^., the-in*rodactioa of

standard assessments, for spherule* trades and'-.pr.o.fessiohs and>O*&e-^ devices;

in French-sp.e^ki^: territories, schedulai^/systems off;.income tax: still
generally prevailed .tut were supplemented by.global, taxation on: aggregate

..income, thedifficulties and the,,iev income■groupsobeing; covered by

devices sudh as the "forfaitaire*':.system, andthe^inimum* -tax.

5- ' In same :couritries-ia£-:£s^s;sment or"-6las"sM6a&Sris at' lower'income

levels,. or--in Respect'of-traiepB£-Sto. whose^^ord^^were'insufficient, were
facilitated by resort to local assessment bodiesW'J'

6. - The Seminar-noted fti^t fne~ differericV^etween the "unitary" and"

i***lular* ^sys^ems were usually n<*T«K ^reat as appeared 'at "*irst sight,

the^nitary systems certainly "ill-H^tM^ regulations prescribing iow

•e^>h major type of income shou^W-aletermined for tax purposes 5 :m0St'"~'

(although .npt all) schedular^syst^s^had progxessive -global-tax rates^-
which were, applied to totaa..im>ome:x>ve^ and-abovfe the -(usuall^ flat-rate)

s?fee^ular t on different sources,t>£ income. ■ - -,- --:■-■ "

W VJhere conventional; income tax wai concerne^the Seminar was generally

of the opinion that on grounds of'equity, simplicity^ and comprehensiveness

African territories should,. wi^in the. framework of-their fiscal^ traditions,

continue to,move.towards.arrangement whereby all souroes^of income would be

aggregated and assessed at global: rates.^/

- Ss« "^i^ry" system^s meant,one where.all taxpayers' income, regard-
l8S^ of source ^aggregated before assessment to tax^ "

one in-.whiCh different sources of income (^g

^-v0'1 are jw*.w^^- ^,:Bx:;r
the unitary systemY Prench speaking ones, with some

^e schedular one, ftrtSied in some fases by gloM^
on aggregate income. Liberia has a unitary system largely-JTthe
American model«. Ethiopia, anfi Sudan. :sChe.du^ar systens,IthluTall
aggregation or global tax. , ",.,^; . ' . y

^^ W8^'^d --ooessful examples of the

V °f the^6nel1 peaking countries Congo'(Brazzaville
ione. so; so ala^hadJ Ethiopia. ?i
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8. Where "the-"taxation of incomes of "small traders, craftsmen and

professions and otHers particularly well placed to evade taxation was

concerned, the Seminar^r^ of the opinion that revenue needs dictated that

seriousrefforts should be made to bring these effectively within the tax

net. It'suggested that in this context African tax administrations

Should, wliWre appropriate, give consideration to:

(i) placing the primary onus for making a return on the taxpayer

;:v -,, ; ;, ; instead of leaving the tax administration responsible for

-initiating the tax process-by serving individual notices;

(ii) where income from rent is concerned, compiling registers of

: -property and taking power to retire tenants to deduct tax

■■■•'-'■"'■"-"■ -£t source :before payment of rent?

1 (iii) where income of traders etc. is concerned, the use of standard

assessments or assessments based on estimated turnover, sales

"~c::! 6t other "evidence;

■ ' }(tvj closer collaboration between government departments, local

- 'authorities an£ taxation departments in order to obtain oaross-

checl-s of taxable income and close loopholes for evasion-/.
2/

9. ^As to the taxation of persons with apparently small incomes-^ the

Seminar favoured the maintenance, and even the development of existing

devices such as the graduated personal tax, forfaitaige System, poll,

tfhe Seminar noted the difficulties encountered, e.g. in Nigeria, m

attempting to'merrry importers tax statements with their customs de
clarations, and --he use in Ghana of Tax Clearance Certificates as re

quirements before taxpayers can obtain foreign exchange, exit visas,
government contracts etc. The Seminar reached no conclusions regarding
these specific ievices beyond recommending (see below) that they
should receive further study. ^he Seminar was generally of the opinion

;: however 'that the existence of Widespread evasion, when known or sus-

:: pected, Vasi* rr^jor challenge to the equity of the entire system and
■ ■"- iraxpaVers' skbul i not be able to count on legal protection of v.^is ^
-..,,.--.privacy etc.;. to the point, where effective implementation of tax legis

lation was frus ;rated.

2/ e.g. too low to "be appropriate for individual assessment.
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hut, ani.al and minimum taxes.i/ The.system should be simple and the
rate, loosed should be at levels which'would yield substantial revenues
in excess of administration costs, where imposed on sections of the popu

late in, or. on the fringe of the subsistence sector, they should be
accompanied >y measures de3,Snod to enable such"people to increase'and
dxspose of their output under favour.Me conditio£s^oFdischarge their

^Oil±eat±OnS ty W°rk -0" looal i°™l°Pm6ntal projects.
10. The Seminar noted^^.accepted the importance of encouraging private
savings and.anvest.nent in, d,velopmental projects. It observed with interest

the provisions in the personal tax legislation of Madagascar and the

ese provisions should be studied by other tax administrations

and that the necessary information should be obtained and made available
to them for'this: purpo&o-to them for'this:

11. The Seminar notod that various countries adopted different practices
-th jegaW to the ta. tre,tment of foreign income accruing to residents.
It did not haveotim3 tofdiscuss these in detail, but considered they
should be the subject of further study.

12. in order t^t Eoro effective progress might be made.with. these .attars
^.xnar reco.^ed that studies should be undertaken association

and W1th the help ot the countries ccnce.n^ on the .foll^^ topics-

U; - comparative analysis of ,he personal taxation of themiddle
and lover income groups in representative Amcan-comrtrte, viz

Congo (Brazsavlllo), Carr.3r«n, Ghana, Mali and.Uganda designed

to identify the principal problems encountered arid assess the
effect of the solutions attempted; .-;'•;■" ■ ■

^ST^^T^^^ T ) -served their
in their coVtrLs ^ ^th °,t ^ °f ^eS had teen Polished
the community ^^^^^^^^^^S, ommunity ta^^ ^^^^^^^^ST "

i/ e-g. by providing extension services, credit, marketing facilities etc.
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(ii) The various devices in use in African countries to combat

evasion of personal income taxj. .

(iii) The use of incentives to investment in the personal tax

systems of Madagascar and Ivory Coast? :

(iv) African practices in respect of the taxation of income

from foreign sources, - - '
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CONCLUSIONS AiCu RLCOHHETOaTIONS (CONT'D

H0.2: TAXATION OF BUSIES INCOMES^/I^nda item 4(iiJ7

1. The Seminar noted that most African countries were "encountering

similar problems with respect to the taxation of business incomes.

These fell into two groups- problems relating"to local undertakings"and

those relating to foreign companies. : "

The taxation of local business undertakings

2. Here the main problems were the submission of inaccurate or false

accounts and, in the case of small businesses (or even large ones in some

areas) the complete absence of accounts at all.

3. Clearly the long-term objective must be to promote the keeping of

proper accounts, the distribution by tax authorities of simple model accounts

might be helpful for this purpose, although experience in some countries

where it had been tried was not encouraging. The best approach appeared

to lie in sustained pressure by tax officials, backed by legal sanctions,

to persuade at least the medium and large businesses to keep proper
accounts.

4. In order to promote higher standards of accounting the Seminar

recommended that governments should

(i) encourage the formation of local Institutes of Accountantss

(ii) consider providing for the imposition of administrative penal

ties on accountants who certified tax accounts which were sub

sequently found to be incorrect.^/

5- So long as traders' accounts remained inadequate, the Seminar con

cluded that the main objective should be to secure at least reasonably

accurate figures for gross turnover and if possible, purchases, as a

basis for estimating profit.

1/ i.e. incomes derived from industry, commerce, mining etc. whether
undertaken by individuals, partnerships or companies, except insofar
a^ these have already been discussed in connection with item 4(i)
L i.e. the incomes of small traders and professional men/.

2/ of. the provisions in Ivory Coast and elsewhere.
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6. To this end the Seminar recommended that __.; j.._^_._.--._:L-.

(i) AU traders should be required by law^to keep at least records
- of sales and .purchases, and. all documentary evidence relating.,

_ thereto for the inspection of the tax authorities,-

(ii) liaison1 should be established as appropriate with other Govern

ment departments in order to provide some cross-check-on these

2/
... ,. figures—'| :....■<■ . ... ' '

(iii) taxable profit ...should be estimated on the basis of gross turn

over^ the use of conversion factors established for individual

types q£ business by means of spot-checks or sample surveys.

' Tax departments should be staffed adequately to.permit such surveys!

(iv) Governments.should also consider the feasibility of a system

similar,to. that introduced in Madagascar hereby all taxpayers

receive national code numbers and are required, ;in the case of

^ traders,, to use these numbers on all bills, accounts etc, copies

of which must be sent to a National Accounts Office, where, by

the use of a computer, turnover and other relevant-figures are

calculated, and inter-sectoral transactions checked.

J. The Seminar noted that in English-speaking territories generally

the taxation authorities did not have the right of direct access to Bank

Accounts? whilst feeling that this right was desirable in principle,most

delegates felt that it might be unwise to press for it until tHe banking

3/
habit was more firmly established.—' , :.-:, ■.'.-:..

,l/.This is a -minimum requirement? traders of substance should be under
■■■■■a legal obligation-to keep proper accounts.

2/ e.g. with Customs, to check import declarations and with Government
departments awarding tenders. But importers should not be allowed ^
to get away with underdeclarations of value for Customs and then ,
revalue the same goods upwards for their income tax accounts.

3/ In the majority of French-speaking territories,banks are under an
obligation to report the opening of all new accounts, and to provide
the tax authorities with relevant information. Some English-speaking

participants considered that in their territories banks should be
requested to report the opening of accounts.
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Foreign Companies

■8* The Seminar noted that the principal problem encountered, in the

taxation1 of foreign companies was that the level of local taxable profits

might be deflated % such devices as the under-invoicing of exports, over-

invoicing of supplies or excessive charges for interest^or services
rendered.

9- The Seminar recommended that tax administrations should-keep a close
watch for such malpractices and that:: to this end:' - .s■..■,;,;■

(i) market information shouldbe collected on an international

basis in respect of the items mainly concerned and used to cross

check company accounts;

(ii) interest remitted abroad should be subject to a withholding tax-^
(iii) in the cases wnere the profit disclosed appeared unreasonably low

tax legislation-should empower the tax authorities (a) to make

a special assessment based'oh what a reasonable"profit should be

if the undertakings were entirely independent^r (b) to call for
consolidated world-wide-accounts and apply a-pro-rata rate of

profit in relation to local turnover^' ; ;X:"' **'

(iv) smaller tax administrations might find it.-advantageous to engage

thOf international auditors to inspect selected ,-

1/, ?he widespread,practice of financing foreign industrial development to a
large extent by .loans, as opposed,to equity investment from abroad was
particularly suspect by tax authorities. ■ ■ - ■ ■ - -

2/ Ideal would he to have a withholding tax at the same rate as the tax
on company profits, however, this might be impossible as it-mi^ht b«

f^^J6 to+foro:^ *,oanB- -- ^r double, taxation, agreements
a withholding tax ef ;o^ is mostly acceptable. 'We place where the"
loan contract has been made, or where the loan has to be repaid, is
imma-terial, _•..■.-. . ,. . ... ,.;.. '

i/ ,.As in EACSO "legislation1."■ •■■■ : ' ■■ ■ ■ - .. .

i/ cf. the practice in Ghana and Sierra,Leone.

5/ cf. -the experience of Liberia. . _- . .:
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(v) African Governments should be prepared to enter into

reciprocal agreements for the direct exchange (subject

to suitable safeguards) of fiscal information between

tax administrations in relation to national, or international

undertakings where there was reason to believe that this would

facilitate effective assessment. ...

Mining Companies and: Export Duties

10. The Seminar also noted that the imposition of export duties might some

times be appropriate in order to ensure that a certain share in the gross

proceeds of exports was retained in the country, but care must be exercised

to avoid penalising marginal mines.

11* The Seminar was unable to find time to discuss this subject, but

..noting widespread interest in it, recommended that consideration be

given to convening a special meeting on this subject.

■-.■n
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CONCLUSIONS AND rtECOMKEinDATIOKS (CONTfD)

■ W.3: BTSCaL^ INCBHTIVBS FOB DBVELQHBEHT-Agenda item 4(iiiJ/

1. The 'Seminar: no$e'athat:. .. .. ....

(i) there wete^'feonsideratle differences in the tax treatment accorded

; to foreign investment between African eountriess these differences

were most marked between the French and English speaking countries,

but also existed, although to a lesser degree,.between countries

having the same type of tax system^

_ (ii) no evidence was offered to the "Semi^

. in fiscal treatment had led to any-substantial diversion of

capital as between one country or group of countries^and

although there was a general apprehension that they might do so 5

(iii) the effect of tax concessions to foreign investment in African

^countries could easily be nullified by incompatible tax treatment

: inth^ countryjpi; ari^iaj unfortunately there,were also wide di-

vergenoies in this respect,in the practices...of the major capital

exporting countries themselves 5

(iv) the general justification for the granting of special concessions
to new investment lay in the element of risk and uncertainty

in the mind of the entrepreneur which had to fce overcome, i.e.

the investment had to be made more attractive than investment

at home or in his accustomed channels; these considerations

also applied in principle to savings by local enterpreneurs who

were not accustomed to investment in industry. In many cases

1/ viz. As far as direct taxes are concerned, the English speaking countries
ail locus their concessions on income tax, in respect of which they give
substantial investment allowances (over and above depreciation); some
also give tax-holidays as well. The French speaking countries do not
generally give investment allowances, but grant reinvestment allowances
as well as tax-holidays. They also enter into tax stabilisation agree
ments which are not used by English speaking countries.

2/ This was probably because the French speaking countries still looked
maxnly to France for foreign capital and the English speaking countries
to the U.K. However, it was felt American and other (Continental)
capital might be more liable to be influenced in its orientation by
these differences in fiscal treatment.
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higher costs and special difficulties surrounded industrial

development in iifrican countries and inducements were needed

to persuade entrepreneurs to overcome these.

2. The Seminaj?- concluded that

(i) special incentives were necessary to stimulate industrial and

v. other fornsof development in Africa;

(ii) these incentives should take into account:

' (a) the needs of both local and foreign inve&tors;

(b) the corresponding tax practices of those countries from

which the African country expected to obtain the bulk of

■: -- its foreign capital; if[ they failed to do *his they might

be completely ineffective;

1 (Hi) tax incentives Were only one part of what should be an integrated

programme embracing all aspects of public polidy in relation to

development; considered by themselves, their effect was only

'■'* " marginal,' although that did not mean they were of no importance;

(iv) the main features of a sound incentive programme should be:

(a) avoidance of taxation which added to the cost of investment,

(b) avoidance, as far as possible, of -taxation on industrial

inputs of materials, fuel and services;^
"(c) the offer of positive inducements to the entrepreneur to take

■'■ '■■■ fee risks of investment by enabling him to write-off his

capital fairly quickly out of profits.^ »xs could be

lJ e.g. taxation on imports of capital goods, company formation, construe-

•■:- ".' ; tion etc. -.. - . ■■-■. ■• -

However the majority «f the French speaking countries made a reservation
SS^ipS to^he extent to which such services should be exempt from tax

It was noted that to be effective this concession
by permission tovremit such sums to the country from which the

originated.
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achieved either ty a tax-holiday or by a system of investment

allowances or a combination of both; the former had the dis~

..,.. advantage that the value of the concession was quite uncertain

and potentially unlimited; it might also encourage the expor

tation of profits in the earlier years of the undertaking while

the latter might tend to favour the capita-intensive'type.of

-..■-.. enterprise; ,

(v) the harmonization of incentives for the purpose of avoiding one

African territory outbidding another for foreign capital was

quite a different subject from the harmonization required where

. .: : a common market; was being established? in the former case an

agreed cei^in-g of maximum concessions under the main heads would

probably :be: sufficient 1 in the latter, complete harmonization of

the entire fiscal .system would be the ultimate goal. However,

, the technical difficulties involved in either type of harraoniza-

r . tion were considerable where two basically different systems of

: : ■ taxation /were.concerned, and very careful technical study would

._■- -.:: be required. ; In. both cases too the least developed territories

would probably have to be allowed to offer special additional

incentives. ' :

3. . rffhe Seminar,reoommenfled that

(i) harmcn.iza.tion, in the sense referred to in ECA resolution 140

;.. , ;..: (VII)—'should, be: ,a matter for negotiation between territories on

. _-.-. _:.;a sub*regional .basis, but the secretariat should endeavour to

. ensur-e#tliat sub—regional agreements did not diverge too much

from each other;

and that ,:.

(ii) the basis of negotiation should be the principles^set out in

^'paragraph' 2 above; ■■'■■ ' - »? v. ■ -,.n;y ,■.<■■.■■:

(iii) where concessions in respect of taxation'on profits w§re con

cerned, the^main objective should be to.' place a ceiling (which

should probably be expressed as a percentage.of the approved

capital invested on the total amount of the tax which could be

1/ For text see Annex V,
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remitted and also, if possible, on the number of years over

which this could be done in any individual case?

(iv) within such ceiling(s), it should be left to the an_diyidual

government to decide on the exact manner of. application.;, this

would probably be influenced by its own fiscal tradition and

the tax practices of the country which was (or which it

expected to be) its major source of capital;

(v) it would be desirable that the countries participating in

any agreement-'shoulds

. (a) undertake ...to., give each other, through the 3CA Sub-regional

■ . . Office full information regarding their incentive systems

and any changes therein;

(b) undertake to.consult with each other in the event of any

. participant objecting to any feature or administrative

. . practice not covered by any agreement;

(c) undertake.,not to., impair-, the eff^.t of any agreement by

._ ■ . granting^ any direct or indirect.subsidies in respect of

new foreign investment beyond what had been agreed between

and that the parties;

(vi) participating territories-^should agree, to allow new invest

ments in less developed participants, (ur major subdivisions

of territories) to receive additional inducements up to an agreed

limit if this was shown to be necessary in order to overcome

economic disadvantages in respect of climate, geography, natural

resources, transport or communication facilities.

4. The Seminar further recommended that

(i) in order to ensure the effectiveness of their systems of fiscal

-incentives African countries should give favourable considera

tion to the negotiation of Double Taxation Conventions with

their principal sources of foreign capital;

l/ and discussions leading thereto-

2/ i.e., territories participating in any agreement for the harmoniza

tion of fiscal incentives to foreign investment.
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and that ' • ■•...-■■-.:..

(ii) such Conventions should, if possible, be so "negotiated

as to include

(a) recognition by the capital exporting country that subsidiary

companies formed by its nationals in the African country

should be subject to tax only in that country! ; '

(b) that the effect of any concessioner waiver granted by the

African countries in respect of any tax Which would be other

wise payable on any dividend, interest or other lawful re

mittance to the capital exporting Country should be recognised

by appropriate measures-of Yelie;f in the latter5

(c) the grant by the capital1 exporting country to its own nationals

(in respect of investments in the African country) of invest-

■ ment allowances which could' if necessary be set off against

profits' earned in the capital exporting country or a third

country, ■ ■ J ■'■■---
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COKCLUblOirS A17D RECOl^kEFDATIOKb (COITT'D;

NO.4s REVENUE PROBLEMS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

/Agenda item 4(iv_}7

1. The Seminar welcomed the proposal of the Economic Commission for

Africa to convent a Seminar in Local Government Finance in 1966, and

recommended

(i) that this Seminar should "be conducted on a bilingual "basis;

(iij participants should include central government officials concerned

with financial policy as well as local government officials and

officials of the Ministries and Departments concerned with local

government;

(iii) that the scope of this Seminar should embraces (

(a) comparative studies of existing and potential

sources of local government finance;

(b) the structure of local tax administration, including the

modernisation and amalgamation of existing separate systems

. ■ . ■ for central and local governments?

(c) a study of the machinery and facilities for making loans to

local authorities;

(d) a discussion of methods whereby local authorities can supple-

...■,-,■ : . -ment revenue sources, (e.g. by public enterprises and utilities,

establishment of cottage industries, etc.);

(e) a; discussion of the administrative methods for the assessment

, i and collection of local government revenues in the form of

Personal Rates, Capitation Taxes, etc. impbsed on low income

groups.
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COtfCLUoIONS iUTH-R^COMME::DATIOFS (COHT'D)

■ NO.5: THE FUTURE 6rIMTaTOTOf'taX SYSTEMS IITaFRICA
_, _, ■ -.'.■--. ■ /Agenda item 57
The Seminar noted, il^c ~

(i) almost all African territories needed rapidly increasing 'Revenues
inorlter to finance a higher rate of capital investment and the

expansion of essential developmental cervices?' " '

(ii) all African territories vero tent on changing the structures of

their economies, by agricultural and industrial, development and

general diverslfi.ationj

(iii) many African territories could.,- however, still .obtain additional
revenues from the more efficient administration of existing taxes.

■ ■ SHORT TERM POLICY: ■ .

2-. .-The Seminar.therefore rGooDpeadfed that African-governments should:

(i) give immediate, priority-to a review of their existing tax admin-

. .istrations. and t-Vintorna.-i. organization thereof, and of the measures

adopted for countering tax evasion?

(ii) take all .necGrssary" steps to maximise the yield of existing taxes

(and particularly taxes on incomes and profits)-within the present
rate structui 05": r "..■:■

..{iii) consider the feaaitUity of l.icroasing rates where these are

. ■:- -. below what. mr,y be-r^ardod ac nornal- or acceptable levels in

. ■-' developin

LONG TERM POLICY

3. The Seminar noted that in many countries relations between Tax Depart

ments and the Treaeuries^wero more often concerned with the immediate
technical or administrative aspects of taxation than Ion-range policy. It

therefore recommended that African Governments should;

(i) accept the principle of lone-range fiscal planning as an integral
part of national economic planning;

±/ or Ministry of Finance
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(ii) ensure that the closest possible relations are established

between Heads of Taxation Departments and the most senior

"" J" officials in the Treasury^and National Planning Authority.

(iii) study, and decide upon, the most appropriate and.effective direction

for the future development of the revenue structure of the country

with special reference to the following headings: - ..,,./

(a) Taxes on^Internal Production and Expenditures

f>) Taxes^n^Land^Property, Wealth and Capital Gains. ,

TAXATION ON IKPBHNiOi.-.?aQBi?.CTIQ3J aND EXPENDITURE . . ~ \;v: .■■ ■

The Seminar noted with vei^ :greaf interest the experience of ^ancS,

,^lMca, of the" Ivory"^oast in the introduction of a^ax-on-Value^dded.

ManV delegations however considered- :that'the administrative burdens Imposed

by" «feh'£ tax would, notwithstanding the experience of the^vory Coast, out

weigh' £tss usefulness in-their particular cases at-"least fo* the present.

Other delegations were concerned lest such a tax should favbur unduly capital-

intensive, industries in countries, where capital was .the most, scarce factor

pf production. ,,T;he Seminar recognised the advantages offered by such a...

system, particularly -that it avoided any taxation of .capital, goods.^it *!so

facilitated the,determination of ^ax, refunds, for exports, .-How-eve* the general

consensus, of opinion among delegations, was that it; would -be premature to

recommend tne general adoption of this form of taxation in African countries

in the immediate future, although its potential usefulness "shouTa"certainly

be borne in mind.
-'-■■■ . . ■ ■'■■x.:

5.;":rFor countries which- did not feel able to contemplate at present the

introduction of a Tax-on-Value-Ad^ed, the Seminar recommended;- /

. .. (i) the gradual development'of single-stage taxes, on internal expendi

ture which, according: to local circumstances, might includs either

genera^ sales tax^s, special "single-taxes" (Taxes-uniques) on

factory output, or ordinary taxes on factory production, supplemented

b£ higher excise taxes on the output"or sale of selected products

1/ or Ministry of Finance
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the. demand for whinh "Was- inelastic in'relation to price or

elastic, in relation to income;—'

2/
(ii) that In imposing such duties-™'care should "be taken to avoid

as far as possible penalising development in industry or agri

. culture, e.g.. by;taxing the act of investment itself or the

industrial..inputs.-"^ ■ ■' J ' "

-^'TAXES 01[ LaITD jiffD PROPERTY-

6. The Seminar noted that moct African countries had some form of taxation

on land and property. 'Although these systems varied: greatly from one

country to another, the Seminar was of the. opinion, that the capital values

of land and property in Africa were likely to rise rapidly in the years ahead

and that since the larger part of this increase would be attributable to the

general developmental efforts of government or the community as a whole, it

was most desirable that at least a proportion of such increase should Be

subject to taxation. The taxation of land and property could, and should, also

play a part in ensuring its most economic use.. ■ • ■ .. -

7^ The Seminar therefore £ocjomraended that governments should review their

systems of taxation of " -.-.id and property in order to ensure that incomes

therefrom were subject to adequate taxation and that where tax is calculated

by reference to land values the rising- value thereof should be taken into

account and that, such taxation should encourage its most economic use.

1/ It was noted that vhere there was no prospect of local assembly, processing

or manufacture of a particular product,the imposition1 of a higher rate of

import duty was often the most effective way of imposing additional taxation.

However this might have the c.isadvantage that, owing to the operation of the

percentage mark-up system by traders at various stages, the additional

burden finally imposed on the consumer would substantially exceed the

additional tax. Each case should therefore be studied on its merits.

2/ And also, import duties.

£/ i.e. plant, constructional materials, haavy vehicles, industrial materials,etc.

4/ i.e. immovable property*,
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. TAXES Off CiiPITiLL GaINS aND NET WEALTH

8. The Seminar noted that traditionally capital gains had teen exempted

from taxation in most English speaking countries^ however Ghana had recently

introduced such a tax and other countries had the matter under consideration.

In French speaking territories capital gains were in principle liable to

taxation when they occurred in connection with business operations, but

the regulations provided for exemption in a number of specified circumstances

Personal capital gains were not taxed.

9. The Seminar was generally of the opinion that

(i) it was hardly feasible under African conditions to contemplate

the taxation of capital gains in respect of personal movable

property, personal family residences, small farming businesses

and farms eto. In some of these cases increases in capital

value should however be taxed indirectly via annual taxes on

land and property; they might also be caught to some extent \>y

stamp and registration duties on transfers of property?

(ii) the principal sources of concern in respect of capital gains lay

.:; with the large landowner, real estate developer and large' business

proprietor—*;

" (iii) where these cases were likely to be serious, consideration should

be given to the introduction of capital gains taxes with the

following general provisions:

(a) such taxation should, wherever feasible, be incorporated

closely with income tax legislation;

(b) the. capital gains tax should normally be imposed either on

only a portion of the gain,or if imposed on the whole gain

should be at a concessionary rate of tax compared with the

income rate; -

1/ Who disposed of his interest in a business or company at a large capital

profit which reflected the effect of the ploughing back of profits which

had therefore not been subject to progressive income tax on distribution.
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(c) the tax sijyuld "be imposed on gains "realised" by sale,

disposal or inheritance 5

(d) consideration should bo given to Vaporing the -.effective rate

01 tax oivtiie'gain according to length of the- ,period- for

which -cih-3 a*5G2t ■]!■>.■]. l^cn hold-1';

(e)- conoidoxa-:ir,n f.UoulM 00 51von to exemptions for family resi

dences, re-rsoM:il-.-KovahlG pro"; arty and other assets-.,.(including

small fami.ly-l'UE.inecces ard farias etc.) either'-where, these

were below a specified value or where the net wealth "was

"below a spocifiod figurs.

10.- The Seminar ^c potential v. -fulness of taxation on. net wealth

as introduced in -soir.o other oo.3r,t.c-ics| :.t dcuhted whether the yield from

such taxation in.Africa vould l:e very g:?0^ at least for rcany years to come.

However thera-M-raq genor?! a-roe7>snt that taxation a-thorities should have

power to call for. statements of-not wealth In order to facilitate investiga

tions into assessments'for'-income or other ta;:es. ■

RiCVMUE FROM 'G0"\~£F.fe]I\7? CORPORATIONS

11. Although not st-ictly within the field of'ta-ation the Seminar noted

that a large nu^:er of A-rica-i CTovara-aGiits had''estaldished independent

Boards or " orporations for the p-ovjeien of public utility services-2-/ or

fos-'the conduct of agricultural, oorcmercial, industrial or financial operations,

12; The Seminar considered that thnso "i-rdextaJdLngB if efficiently managed,

could and should provide a n:ajcr eouico of puh2.ic reveniie. The fact that

a particular service or proiuot was sullied from a public source was no

reason for it to be subsidised, ItSras \aleo noted that k^j of these

undertakings the^lves reo-xred la^e -^^al "injec^iCDs of capital

for develDpmeht ,-"-■' .■■:..-'.

1/ or, if it had not changed Y-erAs, from a prescribed base date.

2/ Including postal a;iJ. teleconuiunication services, elec-tric' ty-and railway
■■>h. ^-Undertakings „ " .... ;":-■■

Particularly 'in the caso. o? oiectrirityj 'railways etc, ""' '■
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13. The Seminar recommended .that., in-view of...the, urgent needs of African

Governments for additional revenues to finance development

... ,-. :■ .(i); ^e- Prioe- SS1*0?. of services supplied by public departments ^

,;- ..... and statutory corporations; .should be frame^.to, ^eou^e.. an, ..

. .....-:. ,f adequate return^on the o&pital invested and also^a substantial

-. ., ..contribution towards the needs for, national development y

(ii>'-'"iig-ricultural-, -Industrial, -Cotifliercaal and Financial undertakings

■ -■ ' bWed by the Gbverhment should normally, be requixed -t;avoonduct

their operations as far as possible on lines which wtwrlA-yield

an. adequate returrjMlo the Government on its equity investment

. : .-after providing for any necessary reinvestment for internal

■ .. , . .,- development.^ _. . . , . . _ ., ■,.•-.-

1/"■■after1 deprecia-tion and loan service obligations. . ; ;-..., :

2/ i.e. at least in respect* of their own needs for new capital.

3/ It was appreoiatecTthat the ability of a corporat-i-on to' do this would
-■" vary with its circumstances and; stage of development. .
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COrCLUSIOFb AFD KiilCOKh.27: DATIOFS (COFT'D)

F0.6: TaX ADMINISTRATION PROBLEMS /Agenda item 6/

'- ■■■ ■ ''-a." Management, Staffing and. xRecrultme;n-;t-v -

1. Problems of staffing and recruitment varied considerably from one

territory to another3 the majority however appeared to' be■finding- difficulty

in recruiting staff in adequate numbers and with the appropriate educational

qualifications. When recruited some"'countries 'found it often difficult

to retain them owing to a growing demand from the private sector for

officials''who-faad been trained-in tax departments. High salaries were

frequently offered to induce them to leave their employment with the

government, -** .

2.. There was general agreement that senio~r tax officials dealing with the

public must be educated and trained to a level which ensuredthat they were

respected by the professional accountants etc. with whom they must deal;

tnere was however some difference of opinion, particularly among--English

speaking participants^ as to- the role of university graduates as such in the

recruiting policies of taxation .departments.

3. The Seminar noted that salary and other conditions of service were a

cause of dissatisfaction among a number of taxation departments, where it

was felt that these did not compare sufficiently favourably with those of

the administrative service to attract and retain recruits of the right calibre.

4. The Seminar recommended that

(i) the personnel requirements of taxation departments should be

taken fully into account in national Manpower Planning!

(ii) salary and other conditions of service in taxation departments

should be such as to accord parity of esteem with other professional

and administrative branches of the public service 5 and that some

flexibility should be allowed in Hxing starting points for new

entrants to the service with particularly good qualifications^

j/ excluding training
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(iii) whilst qualifications for recruitment to tax services must

be determined in the light of local coMit;i°ns, governments

should bear in mind the importance of:

■ (a) offering recruits the prospect of a satisfying long-term

career with good opportunities for promotion to the

■.highest .levels in the tax administrations

(b).. providing facilities for internal training and promotion of

. . tax officers of natural ability and proven experience not

withstanding lack of academie or other formal qualifications;

: (iv) in order to improve operating efficiency and recruitment, taxation

departments should be encouraged to review, with the help of

qualified Organisations and Methods advisers, their internal

organisation, and also the basi^ qualifications and training

necessary for the efficient discharge of duties at various staff

levels?

(v) the status o:7 the Head of the Tax Administration should be such

as to ensure his position as a principal adviser to the Minister

..: ■ of Finance or. tax policy.

B• 1ae Training of Tax Officials

1. The Seminar noted that there were considerable variations in the

training situations ir. African countries. 11 us many of the French speaking

administrations reliec. mainly on the two-yea? course at the French Tax

School in Paris for the training of senior o:': "ioials-7while the larger

English speaking administrations had develop*, c their own arrangements.

Training at lower levels ris usually undertake \ locally; this was quite

feasible for the larger tas administrations, i.v.t some of the smaller ones

found difficulty in arrang .ng this efficiently.

2. There was general agresaent on the import \ ice of tax officials ac

quiring a knowledge of the t'.cation systems of ether African countries?

without such knowledge, coopeiation and harmoni s-vtion would be very

difficult to attain.

l/ at the inspector level ("Assessor" in E.A.C.i .0. )
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3«- The Seminar recommended that the Eco:iomic Commission for ..Africa should:

'■■■:■ .-■-■:(i) ascertain the. regular'or-special training needs of African

countries at various levels in the "field of taxation which cannot

. be met from local resources;

(ii) make proposals for meeting these needs within Africa either by

arranging bilateral or multilateral technical assistance between

African countries or-by organizing regular or ad hoc training

■ - ■■"'■ ■■ facilities under its-own auspices, always provided that such

^-- proposals should take into account any preferences expressed by

■the countries as to the source or type of'training which they

favoured including the use of training-facilities in countries

outside Africa^ . . ;

(iii) make an'inventory of training facilities in taxation available

in non-Afrioan countries for the information and possible use of

African tax administrations?

(iv) provide -training ■and orientation courses for senior tax officials

in Africa designed to improve their knowledge and effectiveness

in broader fields, including

(a) comparative( and analytical,studies of taxation systems in Africa;

(b) collaboration and harmonization of tax administrations in Africa;

(c) fiscal policy and economics!

(d) general international aspects of taxation, including relations

with the developed and capital exporting- countries|

(e) general commercial, industrial and financial practice;

(f) the comparative study of international accountancy practices

in relation to taxation.

(v) determine in consultation with African Governments .and international

bodies what form of organisation is most appropriate to carry out

this programme.
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C. Deduction of Tax at Source in the Case of Personal Income Tax (P.A.Y.IJ. )

1. The Seminar agreed that

(i) the practice of withholding tax at source on wages and salaries,

(P.A.Y.E.) satisfied the four principal maxims of a tax, namely,

equality, certainty, convenience of payment and economy in

collection, :.

(ii) experience in many countries had shown that the P.A.Y.E. system

can be efficiently administered under African conditions,

(iii)' those African countries which had not so far.adopted this system

should give favourable consideration to its introduction in the

near future, and .,..-...

(iv) those African countries which had already adopted E.A.Y.B* should

be prepared to put their experience at the disposal of other

African countries, if so requested.

2. With regard to the system of P.A.Y.E. "to be adopted, it was generally

agreed that

(i) there were advantages in having a system of proportional deductions

(which may avoid the need for any subsequent individual assess

ment) in the case of employees in the low income groups|

(ii) it should be possible, in many cases, to extend the principle of

deduction at source on a proportional basis and subject to later

assessment, to contractors' payments, dividends, rent, interest,

etc.

D. The Role of Mechanization

1. The Seminar noted with interest that several African countries had

already enlisted the aid of mechanical or electronic systems in their

tax administration,—'usually as part of a more general system covering all

jj cf. Nigeria and Ghana have punched-card systems. Ivory Coast, Mada

gascar and Northern Nigeria have computerized systems, and Cameroun is

introducing such a system. U.A.R. has both systems*
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public revenue and expenditure and nr/tio—?. statistics.

2. The Seminar noted that tuese experiences had'shown the need for

a long period of careful study and preparation before mechanisation was
introduced, but that when induced successfully it "could lead to a

substantial increase in the yield of taxation as a result of better asm
ment and fast collection,

3. The Seminar recommended that

. (i) African countries should examine the experience of other

. countries in the continent in the introduction.of mechanical

or eloctronio aids for tax collection etc. with a view to

considering their applicability to local conditions}

(ii) to facilitate this a study should.be made of such African
experience for considerationVother..^rican administrations.
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C01-CLUSI0NS AITD HECOMKL^ATIOirb (COITT'L)

HO. 7 'AFRICAN-FIS'CaL PROGRAMME /Agenda item fj

1. The Seminar noted

(i^ the achievements of the .Latin American -fax Programme as an

..example of successful co-operation between governments, in

ternational organizations and other todies in research,

- ■ ■ ' surveys and provision of technical advice in respect of

1 ■ fiscal matters in latin America?

(ii) the widespread need.for similar research, surveys and technical

assistance in Africa: _ . . . ■-;,

- expressed the opinion that, in view of its technical

character and cost, such work could be most effectively

conducted, co-ordinated and financed under the joint auspices

of, or by co-operation between, regional and international

institutions interested in African development;

- recommended that the Economic Commission for Africa, in con

sultation with African governments should:

(a) consider favourably the advantages of establishing a

comparable programme adapted to African needs, and

(b) explore with appropriate regional and international

institutions the possibility of establishing such a

programme as soon as possible.
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COrCLDSIOHfc AFD L-iiiCOI-EiHi'DATIOITS (COFT'D)

,HO. 8 TECHNIGiiL aSSISMCE /Igenda item J/

I- The Seminar concluded, that its discussions had indicted the
possibility of African governments helping each" other with technical

assistance on a bilateral and multilateral basis in various aspects of
tax administration including training and mechanization;!/

- recomme.nded_ that the Economic Commission for Africa pursue this

subject further by ascertaining from member governments their

needs and potentialities in this field, and facilitating the

■■■••■ -Provision of tectaical-,assistance in fiscal matters between the
governments of the region.

I^ fchani2ation ^ *ere intended to include both
mechanical and electronic aids to administration.
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^3 K^COIiFDATIOItt (COFT'D)

NO. 9 FUTURE M3ETIN0S ..AND DISSEMINATION OF

1. The Seminar desired to record

(i) the unanimous opinion of participants that:

(a) the Seminar had provided a unique and most valuable

- opportunity for the exchange of views and experiences

between tax administrators'from over 20 African countries,

many of which had inherited quite different traditions

in fiscal matters; ......

("b) the informal notes distributed by the Secretariat to

participants-on various aspects of African fiscal systems

had greatly facilitated this process;

(c) it was greatly in the interest of closer co-operation and

harmonization between African territories in the fiscal

and economic matters and also of a higher level of

efficiency in fiscal administration in Africa that these

contacts, and the exchange of views and information between

tax administrations should be maintained on a continuing

basis.

2. The Seminar further noted with appreciation the willingness of the

International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation tc include particulars of

African fiscal developments, in its regular publications.

3- The Seminar therefore recommended that;

(i) the Economic Commission for Africa should prepare and issue

from time to time, and as far as its resources wouldj?ermit,

Notes on Taxation Systems in: Africa;:

1/ As a beginning it was hoped that the Notes referred to in sub-para

i(b) preceding would be collected and circulated to all member

governments for the information of their tax departments.
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(ii) African.governments should provide both the Commission and

the International Bureau of Fiscal Docmmentation^/with full

particulars of all changes'ln their fiscal legislation in

order that the latter might arrange for the information re

lating thereto to be included in its regular publications, and

circulated to tax administrations, commercial undertakings

and other subscribers all over the world;

(iii) African governments should take note of the services available

also in the fiscal field from the Development Centre of the

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development^

(iv) In addition to any meetings of a specialised character, the
Commission should endeavour to convene general meetings of

senior African tax administrators on a regular basis and not

less th.an once in every two years.

1/ International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, "Muiderpoort".
Sarphatistraat 124, Amsterdam-C, Netherlands.

2/ OECD Development Centre
91 Boulevard.Exelmans, Paris I6hme, France
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nTU

Home addresses

Domiciles

BURUNDI

M. Bonus KAMWENUBUSA

Directeur General des Impots et Douanes

CAMEROUN

M. Samuel NGBWA NGUELE

Directeur

Ministere des Finances

CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE)

H. Francois ^

Attach^ de Cabinet

au Ministere des Finances

COTE D'lVOIRE

M. Amani GOLLY

Directeur des Contributions Diverses

Ministere des Finances

B.P. 1830
Bujumbura -(Burundi)

Ministere des Finances

Yaounde (Cameroun)

Case C 15 Bacongo

Brazzaville (Congo)

17 rue des Bambous.

Abidjan (Cote d'lvoire)
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ETHIOPIA

Ato DAMPE Dereded

Director, Income Tax Section

Department of Inland Revenue

Ato ZEWDB Demissie

Director, Excise Tax Department

Ato ESHETU Habte

Chiefj Legal Division

Ministry ,of.Finance ,..

Ato y

Chief, Statistics Section
Customs Department

c/o Ministry of Finance
Addis Afcaba

c/o Ministry of Finance
_Addis Ababa

Ministry of Finance
Addis Ababa

c/o Ministry of Finance
Addis Ababa

GHAM

Senior Inspector of Taxes in the

Central Revenue Department

LIBERIA

Hon. Lafayette K. MORGAN

Under Secretary of the Treasury
for Fiscal Affairs

Mr ^ 0A»tf *-) THOMPSON-., ,
Director Income Tax

MADAGASCAR

M. Henri

■Directeur des Impotg.

M. Benjamin RAJAONA

Directeur Adjoint des Impots

MALAWI

Mr. G.W. BRAKE

Commissioner of Taxes

P.O. Box 930

Accra (Ghana)

c/o Treasury Department
(

Monrovia (Liberia)

Direction;des. Impots

Tananarive-(Madagascar)

Direction des Impots

Tananarive (Madagascar)

P.O. Box 162

Blantyre (Malawi)



MALI

M*. .Abdo.ulaye MAKaNGUILIv-

Idrecteur des Contributions

-, Liverses et.Chef du Service

des Domaines

iiA.UitiT.yriE

M. Mohamed BA

Directeu? des Jmpots

NIGERIA

Mr. E. 0. OGBU

Permanent Decretory (Finance)

Mr. E.A. GoINDERO

Chairman

Federal Board of Inland Revenue

Mr. S.O. ONAWOLA

Acting Commissioner of Revenue

(Nurthern Region)

Mr. D.A. OGBLTUE

Acting Commissioner of

Inland Revenue.1 -;i-

(Midwest Region)

Mr. B. C. NJOKAHMA

Acting Deputy Comiaissioner of

Internal Revenue

(Eastern Region)

Mr. P. A. I.

Acting Regional Tax Admin

(.Jestern Nigeria)

RWANDA

M. Raphael RUZINDANA

Directeur; General des Imp&ts

SiilEGAL

Ambassade du Senegal

a Addis Ababa
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Service des domaines

Bamako (Mali)

jsiiriistSre de Finances

Nouakchott (Mauritanie)

c/o Federal Ministry of Finance

Lagos (Nigeria) ■

c/o Federal Board of Inland Revenue

Lagos (Nigeria)

c/o Ministry of Finance

P.M. Bag 211G-:-

Keduna (Nigeria)

c/o Ministry of Finance

Benin City (Nigeria)

c/o Ministry of Finance

Enugu (Nigeria)

c/o The Treasury

Regional Tax Board

Ibadan (Nigeria)

Kigali, Rwanda
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SIERRA LLONK

Mr. C.A..:d. .

Commissioner of Income Tax

SUDAN

Sayed El Sheikh Hassan BELAIL
Director^of Taxation in the
i4inis:try of Finance

TaHZAUIA

TOGO

Mr. V.g, SHUKTDI

Principal Assistant Secretary
Treasury j J

M. Antoine TAHOITUN
Directeur adjoint

dee Contributions :

UGANDA

Mr. Christopher MUSOKE
Under Secretary
Treasury

UNITED ARAB KEHJBLTC ,

Mr. Mohamed Bahie'jEil bin"" EL KHATIB
Sub Director of

Tax Department

ZAMBIA

Mr. p.B. M"wANSA '' ':
Assistant Secretary (Budget)

Mr. a.L. BROWU

Training Officer '

c/o Income Tax Department
The Secretariat

Freetown (Sierra Leone)-

c/o Ministry of Finance and-
Economics

(Sudan)

c/o Treasury
Box 9111 ■ •

Dar es Salaam (Tanzania)

Contributions
Lome (Togo)

c/o Ministry of Finance
Entebbe (Uganda) '

c/o Taxation Department
Cairo (U.A.R.) l

c/o Ministry of Finance R.w. 62
Lusaka (Gambia)

Box 1926 ~~ ~~"~
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AFRICAN" COITION SERVICES ORGANIZATION (EACSO)

Mr. J.L. PEMBROKE

Commissioner- of 'Income Tax

Mr. S.K. SSBaGEREKa

Commissioner of Income Tax

Mr. R.S. LATHAM ■ ■

Financial Adviser

ORGANISATION OF AFRICA UNITY (OaU)

M. G. POGNON

Secretarie General Administratif

Adjoint

M. C. SEGBENOU

Assistant du Secretaire General

Adjoint

united Nations hs^d Barters - - ■ - ■

M. Andre CHaFaNEL : " ' ^
Inter-Regional Fiscal Adviser

Box 30162

Nairobi (Kenya)

Box 30162

Nairobi' (Kenya)

Bo-x:.--^0l62- --

Nairobi (Kg

O.U.A.

B.P. 3243 :

Addis Ababa

O.U.A."' ■ ■ '

B.P. 3243

Addis Ababa

U.N. Headquarters

New YOrk (N,y;) U.S.A.

DEVELOPMENT CENTRE OF THE ORGANIZATION FOR

ECONOMIC COOPERATION aNS DEVELOPMENT (OECD)

Dr. Helmut DEBaTIN

Member of the Fiscal Committee

of OECD

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

Mr. William M. toEDDERSPOON

Chief of the Tax Administration

Division

Fiscal Affairs Department

CONSULTANTS

Mr. J. ViiN HOORN

Director of the International

Gotenstrasse 62

Bad Godesberg (Germany)

592!? Bradley Boulevard

Bethesda, Washington D.C.

(U.S.A.)

Beethovenstraat 106

Amsterdam - Z

II

Bureau of Fiscal Documentation (Holland)
Representing the International

Fiscal Association (IFa)
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Mr. F.H. VALLIBHOX : .." 0/0 Secretariat '
United Nations- Expert Hew Delhi (India)
Joint secretary

Ministry of Finance (India)

ECONOMIC COMMISaiCN FOR AFRICA P.O. Box 3001

Addis Ababa
Mr. O.A. SPENCER

Senior Regional Adviser

Chief, Fiscal Unit E.C.A. -■-'■ -

Mr. H.

Regional Fiscal Adviser1

Mr. 1.3. FRASER (Agenda Item 6)

Chief, Public Administration Section, E.C.A.

Mr. H. HIKILE (Agenda Item 6)

Regional adviser, Organisation and Methods

Mr. J. A. GRLilT (Agenda Item 4 iv)

regional Adviser, Local' Government
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TIME-TABLE

Date Agenda item and subject Invited introduction

Monday- 6 December 1965

0900 - 1030

1030 - 1230

1230 - 1300

1500 - 1630

1645 --1B00

Registration of participants

Agenda Items 1 & 2

Opening- Address

Election of s j;

- - Chairman ;-L ; ... ' ;.,_..;

- 2 Vice-chairmen
- Rapporteur (French speaking)

- Rapporteur (English speaking)

Approval of Agenda apd. Timetable

Registration of participants,.

(Cont'd) .'■-'■ ■---■■■■

Agenda Item 3

TAXATION AHD DSViSLQPt;3JT

(An introductory discussion of

the economic and administrative

aspects)

Executive Secretary

of the Economic

Commission for Africa

(i) Mr. Spencer

Senior Regional

Adviser, Public

Finance and Chief,

Fiscal Unit ■ .

(ii)ter. geisfelt

Regional Adviser

in Fiscal Policy

and Administration

J/ It is suggested that a Steering Committer should be established consisting

of the Seminar Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, Rapporteurs and the Seminar Secretary,
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Agenda item and subject lnvi+a, . . , A
J invitflH T-r-1 ,'oduction

fcy
——————————

Tuesday 7 Panam^er

Agenda Item A (,)

0930 - 1100 .

Director

Ministry of Finance

1115 - 1300 Ethiopia

(ii) Vic. Ofciri
Senior Inspector

:: "™" .'."".". " "'■ " ";■"■;;■ : ■-_■■;-■"•■•■.■, 7".™' Of"Taxes,"" GHana

v-: Agenda Item A (±x)

:■....,. _ ; Board of Income

1645 - 1800 , v . Tax, Nigeria.

liiy j^-^^Rajaona
■■'■■ "; ': ■ " " ■ Directeur-adjoint

1 ;■' " des impots

"„"""■ ■ Madaeascar
jfednesday 8 DecftmhoT*
us —"—

Agenda Item 4 (-i -i V■^■n,t ^ )

0930 - 1100 TA^TION QP BUSINESS IITCO^ (Cont'd)
1 ' 15 - 1300 , : . .. y

Agenda I-tem fi_ ,-■ ■ ■' . -

1500 - 16^0 PRQBL^iS. OF TAX-:4iefINIS.;^ri>lciK ' " - ; ■
nCipl8S °f ¥iBXiB-^^rit . (i) Mr# Fraser '

Chief, Public

... ...,..._.. *....-.. Administration

_- ■ .■ - ' . . Section-,-.ECA ■

" (ii) Mr. flindle ,\
:...:■. Regional Adviser

-■■ ; in Public

1645 - 18'C^' c-4. M. Administration
;, ,: , staffing and Recruitment

—■■ -■■-■---' ■ ■ i>ir.bebagereka

:'~] ' ! Commissioner

."■,"'" '.;. . :cr, designate, EACSO
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Date Agenda item and subject Invited introduction

Thursday 9 December 1965

Agenda Item 5

0930 - 1100

1115 - 1300

1500 - 1630

1645 - 1800

FUTURE ORIENTATI OET OF FISCAL

SYSTEMS-IN AFRICA

(including Hew Sources of

revenues. Taxes on Internal

Expenditure, Land, Property,

Inheritance, Capital gains,

etc.)

(i) Ghana representative

Binouani-/(ii)

Friday.10 .December 1965

0930 - 1100

1115 - 1300

1500 - 1630

Saturday 11 December

1965

0930 - 1145

Agenda Item .6 (oont'd)

PHOBLaiS:IU TAX ADIIIiJISTH

The role of Mechanization

Deduction of tax at source in

the case of personal income tax

(P.A.Y.E)

The Training of Tax Ofticials

1200 - 1300

Agenda Item 4 (iv)

Sources oiL.Revenue for Local-

Government (Discussion of the

Desirable orientation of

Seminar on Local Government

Finance proposed for 1966)

Review of Progress and Agenda

Directeur des

Contributions

directes et indi-

rectes du Congo

(Brazzaville)

Kr. Adelaja

Western Region Tax

Administrator,

Nigeria

• She.i&x Ha&san^Belail

Director of Taxation,

Sudan

Mr. Weisfe'lt
Regional Adviser en

Fiscal Policy and

Administration will

introduce ""the results

of the questionnaire

Directeur des

Contributions Diverses

et Chef du Service

des Domaines, Lali

Seminar Chairman

l/ In the absence of M. Binouani, this address was given by M. M'Bemba.
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Agenda-item and subject
Invited introduction

Monday-13 December

0930 - 1100

1-115 - 1300

~ 1630

1645 - 1800

Tuesday 14 December

0930 w-

1115 - 1300

1500 - 1630

1645 - 1800

Wednesday 15 Decembfir
1965

093.0- 1.100■-.-. -

1115 - 1300

1500 - 1630

1645 - 1800

Agenda Item 4 (iii)

fiscal mcarav^s fox

National Aspects

Investment Codes, harmonization,
etc. ■ - <■ '

■&™? (i) ^Pembroke
Commissioner of
Income Tax
EACSO

H.'Golly

Internationalal aspenta

Double taxation agreements; -•'----
unilateral treasures in expprtin
countries; harmonization "between
tax Bjstems in capital exporting
and importing.countries

(i)

y

Direcieur des

Contributions
Diverses

Ivory Coast

l^r. Van Hoorn

Director Inter
national Bureau

of Fiscal Docu
mentation,

Amsterdam

(ii) Dr. H.

Member of Fiscal

Committee, OSCD

(deserved for additional or
unfinished items)

Agenda Item 7

CONCLUSIONS AID R3C0Mra

EGA Work Programme, Information,
Studies and Research on Development
of Fiscal Systems

Agenda Item 7

Training and Technical Assistance

Co-operation between Tax Administrations

Final Report
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OPTING ADDRESS BY MR. d.K.A. GARDINER (^X^CliTlV^ SEC-cETaaY'OF'TIE £CA)

X, On behalf of the Commission and of my colleagues in the Secretariat,

I welcome you all to Africa Hall. I do so with a sense of pleasure and

high anticipation - although these are not sentiments which I have

usually felt when confronted "by Inspectors of Taxes 1 But to-day it

is different; if only because for the next ten.days it will be you and

not the taxpayer who will be having to produce the results.

2. I hope however that you will find this experience a satisfactory,

and fruitful one. -v . ; .

3. May I now say a few words about the background to this Seminar-

and what we hope it will achieve?

4. The background is easy to explains it is simply that in Africa

generally, insufficient attention,is being given to fiscal policies and

problems as major elements in planned economic development. Insufficient,

that is, by comparison with the.thought and attention which is being

given to the review, reform and development of policies in other fields,

and insufficient in relation to the role which fiscal policies can and

should play in national planning. Thus in almost avery other field o$~

public affairs, be it agriculture, industry, trade, communication's1*' :'

health, education or the like, it is taken for granted that tlie planning

process should include a thorough-going review oi' existing policies and

practices and a re-appraisal of their validity in tie light of long-term

needs. But this is rarely the case -with fiscal poli-jy. .More often it.

appears, almost as an afterthought: when everyone has added up, and then

recoiled from, the cost of the plan,- then at last, consideration is

given to the role of taxation in meeting this. Thus vhereas in these
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other fields of governrent v:hich I have mentioned, there is nowadays a

steady flow of activity on national and international levels in the form

of research and surveys, the exchange of viewy between one country and

another, and the studied formulation cf new policies and projects of

local, sub-regional or even regional importance, little comparable

activity can be discerned in the fiscal field - at least in Africa.

5- : I am aware of course that somo African governments have essayed

various important reforms in their fiscal systems.- and since some, of

them are represented here to-day I hope your -Seminar will provide an

occasion.for you to hear and..appraise the results of their experience.

It is also true that among,the various publications which have appreared

in recent years on fiscal policy in developing countries, there have

been some which have dealt specifically with African problems. The

International Monetary Fund and the Organization for Economic Co-operation

and Development (both cf which I as pleased to see represented at this

Seminar) have also embarked on various studies of particular interest

to African countries^ the most recent of theso, just published by O.E.C.D.,

has been placed in your hands.this morning. But valuable though all this

is, it does not yet add up to anything which can be described as a

concerted programme.of study and co-operation between African countries

themselves and between. thon a;:d tho international agencies, deliberately

designed to ensure that fiscal policy plays a full role in the processes

of economic planning in this continent,

§, There is nothing which can be compared, for example, with the Latin

American Tax Progra:i; whica r,as initiated some years ago by the United

Nations Economic Coimissicn for Latin America, the Inter-American Bank

and- the Organisation of American States.

7. There is also, ?s far as I am a^are, .\ it tie exchange of experience

between African tax administrations, although many of them must be

encountering new, bi.t similar, problems as they endeavour to adjust

their fiscal system?; to the requirements cf the situations which are

arising from the d:. versification and development of their economies.
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q The.first objective^in convening- this Seminar has therefore been

to provide, senior officials responsible for fiscal policy'and administration
i ''■

with an opportunity to compare experiences with each other, to take stock

of their respective positions in relation to development needs, and to

make some assessment of the appropriateness or otherwise of existing

practices to the needs of Africa.

9, Of course I..realise that ten days cannot be enough for a really

thorough discussion of the various" aspects of your fiscal system.

Nevertheless I. believe' the time available1"' should be sufficient to lay

the foundations, of a continuing programme of research and collaboration

on your part, and ours, which will strengthen fiscal administration in Africa and

enable fiscal policy to, play its rightful place;as an, essential element in

development policy" and planing* ' ,.,....; •■ . ■

10. ' ;'Ab you kriowwe have'not burdened you with a heavy volume of.pre-Serainar

•documentation for'prior "study; nor do we propose to subject you to.a long .,..■

lecture programme. ' tfe think that the emphasis should be placed en _, ..,--. :ij

African taf administrators and African treasury officials telling usV and ■

each o-ther,'''what their problems are, an£ haw they think the international,

agencies,1 and' particularly us here in ECA, can help them. It is for .

this reason that ■we-have proposed that most of the substantive "tax"

subjects on the "Agenda should be opened by participants drawn from African

tax administrations' and" ths.f the role of our external participants and

advisers shbuld^be to bring the fruits of their wider experience to the.

general1-'debate' as it gOss along, I am sure that this arrangement will

ensure that your;discussions are characterised by practicality and

relevance to African conditions.

11 * I should add, and I am sure I do so on ycur behalf as well as my own,

that we are very grateful to the OECD and the International Fiscal

Association for sending us two outstanding experts in the persons of

Dr. Debatin and Dr. van Hoorn to introduce your discussion on the

International Aspects of Taxation affecting developing countries. I am

sure their experience and that of the other external participants will

contribute most usefully to the Seminar.
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.12. Turning now. to the substance of your discussions, I Relieve there

are two fundamental principles on which our, and your, work in this field

should be based. The first is that, the reform and improvement of fiscal

systems is a long-term and continuing process; it is not a ance-and-for-all
exercise. The second is that fiscal policy and fiscal administration
should always g* hand-in-hand.

13. Taking the first of these principles, what I have in mind is that
the evolution and development of a taxation system is something which
should be married with the, corresponding evolution and development of

the economic and social system within which it operates. Thus substantial
reliance ,n import and export duties was all vexy well when African

economies relied largely on the export of a handful of primary products

to buy most of their needs in the form of imports of raw materials, fuels

«d manufactured goods. It is less appropriate in an era when diversificati.n
and industrialisation are slowly changing the pattern of both exports a»d

*equlre careful planning in considerable detail and with considerable foresight.

14. Similarly the introduction, or (where it already exists) the reform,
•f taxation on land and property must obviously be adapted to the current
economic situation.. What is appropriate to a small-holder or paasant

agriculture may not do at all where the land is in the hands of big

proprietors or where the real problem is to mop up windfall gains from

speculation in urban development. And whatever is dene is likely tc

need careful long-term planning, for examPle, in the form of cadastral
surveys if these have not been done previously.

15. National planning too will require considerable imPr.vement in the
techniques used for.forecasting revenue trends.
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16 All of these considerations suggest that the governments should take

the necessary institutional steps to effect this. One device which may

be useful for this purpose, would be the establishment in each country

of a ^!^.-^Mimi en Taxation which would be charged with

considering, in association with the agencies of government and .ther

responsible interests, all aspects of fiscal reform including legal

economic and administrative implications. In some countries such a

Commission might perhaps address itself to a codification of fiscal

legislation, or to the amalgamation of several tax collecting agencies,

into one orfwo larger and more efficient entities! in others it may

tackle the question of simplifying the tax structure, reducing the number

of taxes levied in effect on the same or associated transactions, -

eliminating taxes the yield of which is small a*d replacing them by a

unitary and more efficient system. Such a Commission would no doubt

study with care the., impact, burden and effects of existing taxation systems

emd appraise their suitability in relation to national needs. An

alternative device, if the.establishment of a Commission appears too

cumbersome/might be the establishment of Tax Research Group, within the

Government which would undertake similar tasks hut with less publicity

and formality .in. its proceedings.

17 My seoond.rprinciple was. that fiscal policy and administration should

go hand in: hand. I hesitate to generalise about the conduct of thirty

governments with agreat variety of political and economic policies, tut

if my own observations are correct, I would say that in many of them at

any rate, fisclpolicy is largely determined in the Ministry of Finance

and administrative difficulties are then left to the Director of Taxation

to deal with. I do not suggest that there is no prior ccnsultation between

the Ministry ■and the Taxation Department (or at least I trust that is not

the case!). Rather my impression is that decisions in fiscal matters are

still often taken ad hoc and in response to the budgetary needs of the

moment, rather than as part of a settled long-term policy in which economic,

technical and administrative aspects have all been thought out in advance.
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Of course, no Finarioa Minister is immune from a crisis whether it takes

the .form a failuro of u. r.-.c.ior crop or a collapse in export prices,., and

-when such a crisis supervenes ad Jao£ measures become ineascapable. But

such-should be the exceptions which prove the rule, .rather than, as

I suspect is often the case5 toing the other way round.

18. Perhaps, and I know I an rr.^kirg a controversial statement when I say,

this, xhis is partly the f\ ;.:.O of tax officials themselves. Have cthey -

have some of you that is - become so immersed in the legal and"' •■ ■•..;.

administrative complexities of your systems that you have been,too content

to leave the policy implications, the economic aspects, to the other

people in'the Ministry of Fir>.:auo? ' ■. ■

19, I cannot answer this question for you. But what I do suggest to you

; is. that no taxation system is better than its administration^ that it is

not sufficient for a fiscal policy to be theoretically soundj it must also

be sound in practice, - that is, capable of being justly and efficiently

administered. Theory and practice uhould go together. But how can this

result be achieved unless thin fiscal policy is determined by people who'

understand equally the theoretical (by which I mean here largely the'
. N . . . r - . . ■,

economic; aspects, and also the technical and administrative aspects.

to doubt in the last resort fiscal policy must be determined by the

Minister of Finance, but v.ie top rdvice which goes to him should reflect

the result of balanced consideration of all these aspects of the problem

in question by the "officials o"f'his ot;:i Ministry and those of the Taxing

Departments working- in the closest possible collaboration.

20. Another field wnich will engv. ^ your attention during this Seminar

is the .question of th-e specific directions on which fiscal incentives

should be applied^ in order to stimulate economic development, and how '

African,countries can avoid ©ny. undesirable competition between'each other

-in the matter of these inqciitiyor;. This latter problem was the subject

of a. Resolution, adopted by the iz-rA Session of the Commission; I understand

that this Resolution has been placed in ycur hands, and shall welcome your
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advice as .to.how.it.stiould: ."be implemented..But the....need,for ;;■:.:!

harmonization willr,so,Qn extend beyqnd ;such,.specialised; ;.ma.ttexs as

incentives.. As .the present,,drive towards .inter-territGTial ;

collaboration in economic, and particularly industrial, development

gets under way,, it. will bec.ome necessary for African. States to co

operate in fiscal, mat.te.r.s too. ; To, dovth^s;? . th^re. willj..bje/^eguired,

not merely machinery for the necessary consultation^: -bulb:..also a

mutual confidence between tax administrators and a,| prior understanding

of eack":otherms' fiscal'systems. I hope this Seminar .will .lay the

foundation 'for such understanding and collaboration. __. . r

21. You will, I think, infer from what I have said tjia* whilst I do

not expect you to solve all your problems in the field of tax policy

and administration in the next ten days I do hope that you,will make

this Semihara unique opportunity for the exchange of views and

experiencerand,: finally, of "agreement on the broad lines on which you

and we'"Should wort in "the future. ..■-.....,....-*..■

22. May I venture to .submit the following;ideas .for your consideration

in this, .context?. ;. ■. , . . . ... ..-. ■ ■.: i'.: ■'■'-• ■ "' ;i:'-

23.'..-".:I;"jh.aw,e:-,;fiv.e-s.u-ggestion:S:S' ■ :-; ■ "■ "•

(i) that in this'Seminar you should aim at; pin-pointing the most

important current problems in the field of tax policy and

administration in Africa and at some preliminary assessment

of the directions in which..African fiscal systems should be

orientated in order to meet these problems;

(ii) linked with these conclusions would be suggestions as to fields

in which research and surveys should be undertaken either by

individual countries themselves, or by international agencies,

or by both in partnership;
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dii) an assessment should be made of the principal problems
currently encountered in recruitment, staffing and

training in African taxation departments, leading to

recommendations whereby these may be remedied, either

on a national or international basis (e.g. by the

provision of training facilities by international
agencies.) j

(iv) we should like to know the directions in which you feel
technical assistance will be most needed and can best be

given in the reform and strengthening of your taxation
systems;

(v) finally, if, as x hope; you flnd that ^ digoussion

and exchange of experience facilitated by this Seminar

has been of practical value, you may wish to consider

how this dialogue may be continued so that the exchange

of information and experience and other forms of co

operation between African tax administrations may be

put on a continuing basis. You may also indicate whether

you consider there are certain topics of special importance

which should receive priority treatment in this respect
at future meetings.
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AHB■ HEVELOPMENTV- ■ PAPER'S' ■ ■ ■ ;

(a) Br"-Mr. O.AVSpence;r, Senior-Regional Adviser (Public Finance)

1.:; Our subject.-iEis afternoon-is Taxation andDevelopinent. : The very

choice of this title is symptomatic of the age in whieh we lives until

the'last war/or even laterj a gathering of this sort would probably have

dismissed the topic in a few defisive sentences to the effect that

taxation had little to do with development except very often to impede

it and that fiscal theory should be confined to considering how the funds

required for public services can'best be raised by means which respect

the principles of equity, certainty and efficiency'- and leave development

to other people.. --..r>r. ■■;-., , .; ■.;■■;,,; .-. = -.. . ■-. ■

2. To-day the-atiitude is different. Although there are differences

in emphasis ^Eereand°there;" there; is a-broad measure" of agreement, a-t

least among 'fiscal and planning economists, that the'tax Systems of'most

developing countries need two things:" reform and integration with the

processes of national planning. ;iReform -: to fleet the rapidly ahahging

circumstances o'f-the post-colonial periodwith its-emphasis^ :bti' -:- -

diversification, industrialisation :away from export-^orienta-ted economies

dependent on one or two primary products; integration- with national

planning - because this is ;essehtial-!t6 the success of-!"these plane. >■"■■
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3. The basic fact of fiscal life in too many developing countries

is that the tax base is not broad enough, and the yield not elastic

enough in relation to national income to raise sufficient revenues for

development purposes.

4- Since the prime objective is economic and social development it

may be as well to start there. Here two concepts are now generally

accepted: first, that in developing countries, and in the absence of

some special stimulus, such as the discovery of petroleum cr other

valuable minerals, the Government must play a major part in initiating,

guiding and sustaining development; the second that the spearhead of

•this.process mus^ lie in. raising the rate of .investment within^ the economy.

For.^whereas the,developed and,industrialised nation^ commonly invest

.about a. quarter of ..their,national income, the, less developed countries

frequently invest,,-only about- 1X$,- sometimes even ;less,,and rarely;..jno-re ,

than A%. There ;are exceptions; ,qf. course,: even in ..Africa;, UAE, Ga;kp«,

-Mauritania and Zambia spring to mind| they are usually the pointers to

higher growth;rates, and sometimes a reflection of special.situations such

:-laa.,.^kQ. development, of .rich mineral deposits. .■--■;-.■,.-,, -, ■..-■■;- f.

5. Certainly a high rate of investment is, for most 'cb^ntriesy an '

indispensably, step to development, and fiscal policy must be attuned to

this objective*,-,-but it is not the only objective of national policy5 nor

should it, necessarily be confined to the public sector.,-There are. other

^?ectf!L??.d?..c^n£*id<3red. Capital investment by itself .is not the sole

springboard o£ -(economic development; it is; equally necessary that,labour

and management:.sh,ou3,d, be trained to use the new techniques,:an& ,;tools that

are->eing. made available to themj and that ther mental .and physical health

Of .^f:.^°?ke^ sh°vild be adapted to the new tasks;, -and thevfactory. : ,:

dis,clpline, that an industrialised society will, impose'..ujxhi them.;,.In, fact

Kusnets, discussing the historical processes of industrialisation in the

West, went as far as saying: "It is thus generally found that most of

the rise in per capita income is due either to improvement in the quality
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of labour associated with shorter hours, better selection and in particular

greater education, and even more to improved knowledge...and organisation".

Fiscal policy.must thus provide the means, both for increasing capital

investment in the public sector and also for expanding basic services

in education, technical training and health.

6. Nevertheless the emphasis on investment and other developmental

expenditure in the public sector should not be stressed to the point where

the importance of raising investment in the private sector is overlooked.

No doubt this is a question where the philosophy of the Government

will play a determining role- in policy;"however it is clear that given

the rights circumstances, private investment can play a large part in the

. growth of a developing economy - as the recent histories-of Kenya, -Nigeria

and.Ivory,Coast, all show quite clearly. Fiscal policy should theref.re

also;.take this into■:account. .-.■

7. There .are other problems to be taken into account too. One of the

most.important of these is that of modernisation of the agricultural sector.

All too often - although -there are notable exceptions - the most efficient

part of the agricultural sector is orientated towards exports rather"than

domestic consumption. .-But a national plan which aims at raising the

standard of living of.the whole,, population must include in its .programme

an increase in food production and. an improvement in its variety and quality.

Thus fiscal policy must be framed - in association with other policies

of course- to draw people out.of subsistence farming into more modern

methods'of agriculture. : ... ...

8. ,:But.;the .process--of economic, ■development will involve other changes

in the_.economy with -fiscal implications. As consumer incomes rise there

wil-l,.-dn-the absence of offsetting,measures, be a sharply increased demand

for imp.rts, extending from simple manufactures such as textiles and

footwear to luxury and semi-luxury items. This increased demand can impose

an intolerable strain on the balance of payments of a country which must

in any event increase its imports of capital goods and constructi.nal materials
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Economic .policy must tlrerefo*e be directed towards curbing the consumption

of luxuries and .stimulating'...the local production of necessities. Fiscal

policy may have an important ftjole %n play here. Even more important V

may be its^reorientation to meet the structural changes taking place in

^

^ economy. As local production rises both in the agricultural and

industrial sectors and the emphasis in the'pattern Of itaports shifts

away from consumers goods to capital equipment, constructional and

industrial materials, import duties will find that their leading role in

the economy is being undermined. The yield, in real terms, of export^"

duties may also declini if, as is often predicted, the next-decades* see a

deterioration in the terms of trade of African countries." Thus "fiscal

planning must embrace the search for new sources of revenue to offset any

absolute or relative decline in the yields of import and export duties:

in eT?®°f;;-trfS mea*^''Planning the long-term development of taxation on

iproduction and'expenditure. . - .

:9> r Thus a fiscal system for a developing state has a much wider role

than that; of merely raising enough money to meet the current needs of the

■..government,. It must encourage investment in the private, sector as well

;:.;.as financing it directly in the public one| it;must facilitate agricultural

reform-and industrial,development 3 it must take into account and be able

to -^$£set; w;liere necessary, any absplute or relative loss of revenues

resulting from structural changes in the national economy. "'

10. Some authorities would also say that the fiscal system ehould'promote

economic stability. This objective is important in a "developed state

where instability is caused primarily by fluctuations in investment.

In less developed countries the case is not so clear. In Africa

the principal causes of instability are not, as in developed countries,

flucutations in investment, but more usually fluctuations in external

income due to changes in prices of primary products. When these fall,

there, is a fall in the real purchasing power of the country abroad?

there is little that fiscal policy per se can do to counteract that?
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although the .effect may be mitigated by other measures.if the country

happens to have large external reserves on which it can continue to draw.

In such circumstances it...cam-.maintain a higher level of internal

expenditure than would otherwise be possible. On the other hand, when

external incomes rise sharply, it is possible to use fiscal measures to

damp down inflationary or other undesirable effects at home, e.g. by

raising export duties; however in such cases fiscal: policy should .not be

relied on alone, but should be deployed in- close harmonizatxon with

monetary policy. In other words, tax policy, may be used in a developing

country to damp down inflation, but is not likely to contribute much to

dealing with a depression- imported from abroad.

11. A further Commote objective of fiscal policy nowadayses to reduce

inequalities of wealth. Any country which introduces progressive, income

tax: has- presumably accepted this: objective to seme extent; the extent to

which it accepts tfrflftll be determined partly by political and. social

thinking and partly no fdouW by Aether it is concerned with righting. .

existing, inequalities inherited from former times or merely/with ...

preventing inequalities arising.-in the future from the processes of

development and growth in the private sector.

. 12. All these statements of fiscal objectives- are useful., but they are

easier to formulate, than to apply.; They-tend to gloss ov-e^ possible -

- conflicts and complcxitieo. To tako the opst obvious, oaso:, there is: ^

a^clQar conflict, between tho two objectiveo, of increasing the-loyel of

iasation (i.o, tranafors froi; tho private to. the public aoctor) and

reducing inequalities of wealth on the ono kaai, Jmd thai-ofaaamOmiae

incroioing investment by the private sector itself on the other. For

part of tho'ability to.^avo i^'derived from inoquaiitioa of woalth.

"am, in tho l^t roeort fiscal policy will ro'floot political aa «oll

as ^oonoQio objectivoo. In this dieouaoion therefore we enly discuss

the economic aspects and leave the political to the judgement «f the

country concerned. . .,■■■■■■■;■
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13. Compared with these objectives, how do most fiscal systems appear i* -

Africa to-day. It would be sanguine to pretend that in most countries fiscal
policy was yet fully realigned in accordance with modem development

retirements. To quote a paper delivered by a Higerian, Dr. Okigbo at the

recent Hehovoth Conference: "The features of the fiscal system in developing

countries are the low tax base, the -relatively regressive- tax structure,:

the enormity bf tax evasion, and consequential low percentage of tax to

other revenues." =He might have added one other: many tax systems in

developing countries are not income elastic, that is they do not grow as •:■

fast or more fast than the growth in national income; a feature which may

of course be related to their regressive character.

14. Or to refer to another.study by Professor Lee <m local taxation in .

Tanganyika. leaving aside his assumption that the entire population

contributes to Customs revenue (which in turn accounts for over 50$ of all

revenues) he paints otft tha* less than one quarter of Tanganyika's 9,000,000

citizens paid any direct taxes at all and less than 200,000 any direct taxes

to the Central Government; in fact nearly a quarter of the country's ■:

revenues were derived from no more than 17,000 taxpaying units (i.e. individuals
and companies). -.-;-■ ,-,-, .. . .

15. Or to take « third author, Proffer John Due. In his recent book Taxation

and Economic Development in Tropical Africa, he discusses the question oftheTaxation

of roal property^ this he says "the role of taxation of real property in the

tax structure of developing countries has been the subject of substantial•

discussion in recent-years but the studies of this question have been largely
ignores in* former ■British'' .Sfrica.""• ' -■■■■■ : . :

16. nevertheless despite these criticises, there have been a number of

important reforms and development in fiscal policies in Africa. In personal

taxation, the taxation of land and property, the taxation of internal

expenditure #and the taxation'of exports, there are scattered across Africa

a number of interesting developments and experiments which will repay

our study. The unfortunate thing is that too little is usually known about
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.them, outside the countries ■ concerned. .;:If-this -Seminar can.-remedy this

situation, serve as.a preliminary "to! ^thorough study -of these- experiences,

it will, have .-performed a useful: purpose.- ■■ - ' :' ■'■'■'■•'■

if.7'1'But let'us keep our own sights on the general or economic aspects.

TftiWi'Wre- the -basic requirements''of a tax system which can Wet tne objectives

previously" listed?" A recent study Tax Reform and Integration in Latin America

listed four:

■-ilo .-■»:(a-) . a ■broad based, progressive individual income tax;

:i/ii:- (j>.)-. a tax on^the *iet 'worth' of- individuals;

(c) a tax outvalue added} and ' ■ ': '■ ■" '-" - '■' ■ '■'-'■

(d) perhaps a limited number of taxes on certain items sucfc*as

-. ...... tpbacco,,., .alcohol, etc.." -. . .■ ,;;■-.; ■-,- ■.-.■- /■■

-I do not ■thihk-I-shbuM'-entirely^ubscribe -to this model where1 Africa ris

cunOerned.-"--Apart": from^mitting-'corporation tax (-which was clearly an "

oversight ■ since'W was"1 r^rerred to ■elsewhere In the Report-) if does not^

seenPtb me: to■ deaF "stifficien'tlr with the Q.mp^rtant--CLuestion of export

duties-or* the taxation-o'f-;land and agricultural:.activities.

18. But before'trying to outline what should be the framework 6f""a

national fiscal'system in the African conditions I would like to deal

with a common general objection. This usually takes"the"form"of asserting

that taxable capacityi;ls-a function of national" income per head and if as

■in>Africa,' national-income per head is low there is not much-you can do by

way,.of taxation,; to-:.raise,the level of the economy. ,J.t is; pndpubte^ly true

that the more; advanced .economies with.high per capita, incomes have generally

succeeded,in:appropriating larger shares, of,those.incomes,by way of taxation

than poorer-countries; and it,is certainly easier to tax the rich /"if you

can catch them7 than the poor, without inflicting serious personal hardship.

Yet I suggest that this approach conceals a dangerous over-simplification.

19. What is amiss in the less developed economy is that average income

per head is low and productive investment is low. But behind these

statements variety of situations may lie concealed.
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20. Thus phrases about low average income may conceal wide, discrepancies

in its distribution. They may.conceal for example, that 2 percent of the

nation's families control a quarter of its incomes - figures which I,

were taken from Mexico in the last decade? or to cite another case often

quoted by Kaldor, that in Chile the personal consumption of the'property-

owning sector accounted for over a fifth of the national' product. There''

are some similar cases in Africa. ' '

21. Clearly in such cases there is scope for creaming off a sizeable share

of the national product by way of. taxation from the relatively very wealthy

minority, without inflicting any really serious hardship or injustice

upon them.

22. But one may go further. Over the large agricultural sectors of the

economy,. which may account for 80 per cent of national output, ponventipnal

national accounts usually substantially under-estimate the real income of

the -population. Thus the recorded average income expressed in monetary

terms may be no real.guide at all to the taxable capacity of that part

of the population. Wor by- its, nature does it say anything about their

potential taxable capacity. Sometimes this may be appreciable. Very

often it may transpire that in a rural society the standard of living

of the farming community is needlessly depressed by tiro factorss

(i) absence of basic extension services, simple instructions in. the

improvement of techniques and tools, the provision of seeds etc.;

(ii) exploitation by middlemen and/or landlords'.who buy-the farmers

produce at deflated prices, give him credit at -usurious rates

.of interest, sell him his daily requirements at excessive

prices, and in the case of landlords take too much out -of

him by way of rent.
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23.- In effect therefore the farmer, poor though he may "be, is already :

s^jeat.to^at one Slight describe as private taxation by:other economic

groups, In-£uch circumstances a well conceived programme of agrarian reform,

built perhaps ^ound a combined credit-cum-marketing-and-advisory Service

may be able Hio"r«i«e-both the farmers production and the Share thereof

wh'iW^e retains .far himself.- Tfhat is more important it may be able to

do thi-S with only "a limited investment in capital ^goods, infrastructure

or the likei- Indeed the capital-output ratio of such'programmes may "fee

far more favorable'■■than those on projects in any:other sector of the■-^

economy. : ;

24." However, and this "is'where fiscal policy arises: it may be ncessary,te

introduce various measures, including direct taxation, to induce the farmer

to take a more active interest in production for the market i.e. for money.

Poll .taxes, land and marketaxes7^^ this Purpose,

whictf ;as ^ointe^: but earlier may also be necessary In brdsr-to achieve

a sufficient ■■groVth in domestic foot! production to feed the growing

population anyway. Thus an increase in productivity plus improved credit

and marketing facilitie^may.so improve the farmers' position that it may be

v possible,;-to raise a reasonable quota of taxation from a sector which was

previously regarded as a barrier field in this, matter. Marketing boards

may erf,course also help^to fulfil this role - and have already ->een used

for.this purpose in some-parts :of Africa.

25, ThiiS the reform of primitive agriculture may provide a good example

of the way in which general economic planning, technical improvements and

fiscal policy may'"be dovetailecLJiinto a single integrated policy.

26. There is a final observation I would like to make on the argument

that where average income per h^ad'is low, fiscal policy oannot lo much

to remedy matters. This is t'4 say, in^eebnomic language, that what

matter's 'for development is not the average level of savings and investment
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on the economy, but the marginal rate, i.e. ua.t proportion of any

-increa's° ^ income is saved. ffoJ a country vith a low rate of income ,- .

per W"tfan undouDtedly, (if it; has the will) increase its rate of saving
as its"national iacome increases, sloky perhaps, but progressively.
It is likely that'external aid will be"forthcoming more willingly and.

in greater quality if the donors, whether they be governments or i

tutionssuch as the I.B.H.L. etc, can see that a growing portion of

increases in output^hich results, 'yili be ploughed back ."into "further

productive investment. Thus . fiscal system which, "is""elastic'in its
yield and financial policies which promote a hi^h marginal rate of in

vestment in relation to national inooiae, are likely to command strong

support abroad as evidence of the ^coiintry's intension1 to tackle deve-
.'lopment

':':"'r ■"'■' Taxes on Persons, :'lhcome^ ^nd health :<"

27": Taxes on'persons, incomes and Wealtt range from simple poll and

hut taxes, through various types" of income tax to taxes on property,
'dapital cains and inheritance.

28, Taxes, on the person or the hut haye, a: .bad reputation in- political

and social circles, but they are still" to pe. found in many Africa^-, ■..,. -

countries; from, the economic point of view| they can perform a useful

role in encouraging people to move out of the: subsistence sector and

into the monetary sector. They may also be particularly useful if the

fiscal obligation c^an be discharged by useful work, e.g. on development

projects for the benefit of the local community. Taxes on animals,

when applied in conduction with other measures, may facilitate the

culUng,of herds and the improvement of stock and of the meat supply.

2$. Progressive income tax claims the advantage that it is a form of
taxation uniquely related to capacity'to1 pay, and conducive" to the"'""

better-distribution of wealth. Its-ClaimsLiin this respect depend however
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on the efficiency of its administration, and there is a widespread belief,

(of. the article' quoted earlier) that evasion is rife particularly among

the/trading community. No doubt this is a subject which will be discussed

aV-touf Seminar. Certainly it is V form of taxation, which taxes ;the. r... ■

salaried classes very effectively, and if its impact on other-,-large

sections of the community is suspect, then grave inequity may arise. .

30. A shortcoming of convent_ipnal_..Eurnpean-type income taxes --as largely

inherited in Africa - is.that,they are complicated to administer where the

lower income groups are concerned. From this source of■difficulty there has

emerged in some. African countries, what I will call .a dual system of personal

income^taxs that is.the maintenance of. a conventional'European-type system

for the6 higher levels of income side by the side with:-the establishment

of a simpler slab-type system for the lower income groups;- whore Liability

to" Uxis basedfnot on any detailed system of assessments., but on.a simple

classification of" the individual into an income and;tax group according

■to'"appearance or local knowledge of his affairs-. This system.:is widely used

■in ^or^ier ■'■British Bast Africa. It is obviously open to theoretical criticism,

but-has'-survived these onslaughts so far. It provides a means of widening

tfctf tax ba¥e "without" getting involved in the complex administrative ■■■■■-.>

commitments- involved in a full blown income tax system with its complex :

provisionsr':'for determining taxable income. . ■

31. "This Seminar wil^L, I suggest,. e,erve a useful purpose if it discusses

African experience with these two types..of taxation, and makes an appreciation

of the'directions,in which, further development of personal taxation in

Africa should proceed. .., ..-.-. : .. ■ ■ .
■ #-,'■■"■

32. Another aspect of personal taxation which'may relay study is whether

.all.,f.orms of income should be aggregated fo:r taxation by a single process .

or whether different, types of income should be assessed and taxed separately.

Both, sjrstenp can, be found in Africa todayf thus one may see separate laws, .

and'even different.departments for the taxation'of incomes from employment,

incomes from business, incomes from rent and so on. On the one hand it

may be argued that a differential system of this sort may b& used t»
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encourage or discourage different types of economic activity; or to tax

more,highly those who are kno«n habitually to understate particular-types

of income, such as traders. Against this one must ask the question whether

the system is in practice used in such a constructive way, or whether-

the existenceof different systems and rates of taxation for different -
types of irieome does not increase the'chances of some incomes slipping

through the.net.altogether. ; Jhus in the Sudan, until the reform of

1963/64, .the. .taxation-of business and trading profits was subject to tax'
whereas incomes;- from employments anff rent Wre not. There is' little doubt

that this tended to encourage private investment in urban houses for"rent,

rather than, industrial development - which' was of course the opposite" of"
what the planners intended. ■ • ' :- " -■'■v ■' •■l":i-r i; "-' ■

33. Before leaving income tax it is necessary to say something about its-

effect on the incentive to save and invest. It is cogently argued that.all

progressive taxation-of personal incomes is likely to have an adverse-effect

on saving and investment- particularly at higher "income levels-. In theoretical

terms this is based on Keyhes- statement to the effect that the' marginal

propensity to consume of an individual" was less than unity and that as he-

progressed up the income scale he tended to save an increasing proportion-,

of his.income. - If so taxation imposed on the increment to income must, eat

into his savings and investment. This argument has 'not gone unchallenged.

A recent study has suggested that consumption patterns in developing ' '

societies ar,e not determined in this manner; the argument runs that in such'

societies the propensity to consume is very high among those classes likely '

to be in the lead where higher incomes are concerned; that attracted ty the''

nigher living standards of advanced countries learned-through personal-travel,

literature, films or education abroad, these groups exhibit a strong tendency

to spend all or a large part of additional income on items which'are " -

regarded as symbols of affluence - cars, radios, television, transistors,

imperted furniture and so on - items which are luxuries by the standards "'
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of the mass of lithe*.-population of the country"' concerned, but every day

..; possessions-in more advanced countries. If, 'and to the extent, that this

argument is. accepted, progressive taxation of personal incomes may curb

excessive and ostentatious consumption rather' than saving. The best answer

to this question is perhaps- that more research is needed before one can be

..dogmatic.. ■...■..". ">..■'■

'34* However it is easy to see how the emphasis on .the one hand on the

importance of progressive income tax both as an equalising factor in the

social fabric, and as a source of revenue, and on the other hand on the

importance of encouraging saving in the private sector have led to ouggestions,

such as- that by Kaldor, in xavour of taxation on personal expenditure and

wealth rather than on incomes and inheritance.

' 35- "vfhethex such taxation on expenditure is feasible, in practive,. may be a

fruitful subject for discussion here, where we also have the advantage of

Indian experience among our advisers. But even if it is not, then may it

not be worthwhile giving consideration on economic grounds,even in respect

of personal income tax to a form of investment allowances? In some countries

such allowances are given for charitable'donations; in Africa I believe both

Madagascar and Ivory Coast have a system whereby such allowances are conceded

in respect of certain forms of saving and investment. No doubt, there would

be administrative difficulties and undue loss o± revenue, if such an

-.allowance was a general one. However I suggest that g-one such device is

well1worth^considering; peihaps the savings in question should be confined

to Scheduled investments such as Government Development Bonds, authorized

Savings ;Eanks, and the taking up of shares in approved industrial under

takings, also perhaps to a maximum percentage in relation to the

taxpayers' income.

36. The question of the taxation ,of property-and wealth raises even

broader issues. It is always difficult, to generalise :about a number of

different fiscal systems, but it .seems, broadly true. :tha"t in most of

Africa taxation of land and property is mainly ^concentrated in the towns.

But is this good enough? if one thing is cer.tain it is that Africa as a

whole stands today on the threshold of half, a century or more of the most
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rapid development and increase in population which it has ever experienced.

If this is accepted, it would seem to,follow that one must also anticipate

a sharp and sustained increase in the values of land and property generally,

particularly of course in urban areas. Indeed the process has already

Started, Surely this is a form of capital gain which African treasury

Should not allow to slip entirely through their fingers? I hope the Seminar

will discuss this, and perhaps in doing so also compare the experience of

the former British East African territories with those of her former

territories in. West Africa where, in the iormer.case, urban property

taxation..,hasbeen based in' principle on the unimproved site value, whereas

in the latter it has been based on the rentable value of the property

actually, rented, ■■ . . ■ "

37. ..Taxation on land based on its potential value in its most economic

use could provide a useful instrument for encouraging the-most' economic

use of land arid discouraging i 1s misuse or the mere holding1 of"undeveloped

land for prestige or speculative reasons. Such taxation-would call for

thorough administrative preparation e.g. in cadastral surveys, "classifi- .

cation of land by use and fertility etc. It would no doubt be difficult to

administer^ nevertheless it is di.iicult not to believe that somothin0 more

effective could be done in this direction if there was sufficient determi

nation and careful long-term planning In some countries at least, the

only form of apiculture" which is effectively taxed are-foreign owned

plantations. The Sudan of course has set a special example here in the

irrigated Gezira scheme which is in effect a partnership between the tenants,

government and the managing board. This imaginative exercise in modernised

agriculture has become a major source of prosperity to the farmer and revenue

to the government.

Taxation of Corporations

38. The taxation of corporations is almost too large a subject to be

treated at all in a brief summary of this character. There are two major

items of the Agenda devoted to if. 'Perhaps from the economic point of

view what requires emphasis is the importance of encouraging a high rate

of investment and reinvestment in both industrial and agricultural
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industries- This points to the imposition of direct taxation on the

distributed rather than the undistributed profits of the firm. This, if

taken to ,its logical conclusion, may also call for the introduction of a

capital gain tax, as the value of the companies assets and shares tends to

grow faster than its dividend distribution. The question of what types of

incentives are most appropriate to the stimulation of developmental

investment is a complex one and extends far beyond the fiscal system as such.

It has been discussed at greater length in an EGA paper prepared for the

Lusaka Conference which has been circulated to participants. Here again

participants will observe that we have in Africa two main types of system,

viz. that inherited from the former French territories and'that derived from

British practice and a comparison of their respective experiences in this

field should therefore be valuable.

39. Special problems involved in the taxation of foreign companies and related

questions are also largely outside the scope of a limited introduction of

this sort. But they are provided for in the Agenda. Reference may however

be made en passant to the role of export duties in this connection. Although

the latter are often attacked as regressive they may be justified when

imposed on industries which are by national standards relatively very

prosperous? where minerals are concerned they may also serve to ensure that

the nation gets a fair share of the proceeds even though the reported profits

of the foreign owned corporations concerned in their exploitation are not

very high.. Care has however to be exercised in avoiding the imposition of

export duties at rates which inhibit the mining of lower grade ground. Some

flexibility therefore seems called for: either by having ad valorem and

possibly progressive rates in relation to the export price, or by basing the

duty on a hypothetical profit, or even by transforming it into a special form

of profit, tax and possibly even adjusting it to meet the different cases of

undertaking operating under different conditions. Various innovations.of these

types, for example in Ghana and Zambia have been undertaken in Africa, and

should be a source of fruitful study*

40. Turning to indirect taxation: it seems generally although perhaps not

quite universally, accepted in Africa that import duties and other similar

levies should be avoided on capital investment of a developmental character,
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45. It is necessary to add however that the fact that a particular industry

has received pioneer or other concessions to assist in its establishment is no

reason by itself for exempting its products from excise, turnover or sales taxes

46. The imposition of excise duties is simple and effective :when

confined to a handful of selected produces such as liquor, sugar etc.f^ ~
its' extension to a large number of industries becomes a very'complicated: '

matter ""as the "economy develops. It also becomes increasingly'likely that

the effect of"such taxation "is to distort the pattern of development,

output and costs. The search for a widespread tax which is also

economically neutral has led ^to the solution in Europe of-the tax.on: V

value added. This is in effect a sales tax .leviedj$j. st^ated ^&

ad valorem - in Prance usually 2Of> - on every sale"aT each stage in the

chain of production. However the distinguishing feature of this tax is

that the producer or large wholesaler^who adds it-tfo-tJa.-blU-and collects

it, is'entitled at the end of the month to deduct from.hib TVA payment

tu the Treasury all tHe amounts of the same tax" wfcibh he himself paid

during the previous montji. .He oannot. however ask for a refund, except in

casss: «f exportation.. In France bemoan however deduct any taxes paid in

respect .of personal services. (Taxe sur la prestajions.de services).

Thus the amount of the tax actually paid over is,closely related to the

value added, by the. producer etc. conemed, and geis over .what can otherwise

become-a difficult problem in- any widespread,system of taxation of

commodities viz, that one is. liable to tax productive investment and

industrial inputs as well- consumption and final products.

47. The'Tax on Value Added originated in France andvs already spreading

to other1countries. It is of course even morS ^complicated■to administer

than a single stage sales tax. However it:has already appeared in at least

: *ne French-speaking _African county,j.It^.would seem therefore appropriate

to discuss during,the bourse ofTtl^is Seminar the administrative and other

problems associated-wi:th it whether, it is likely to be suitable to African

conditions.
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48- To su^iup: what; should be the main features of taxation in the

average African, State? First I suggest that it must be part of the

w^^pf. the national planj second that it must be definitely income

elastic; in relation to growth of GDP. It must facilitate investment in

both public and.; private sectors 9 agrarian reform ^proper "land use" and

industrial development.

49* To.-this end, I suggest the following elements may be consideredt

(i) Direct Personal Taxation : ..: ■: „..
..'."■ ' ■ i

: ....This, may consist uf. three elements: ■■"-.. U'_:. ..:..:■

-' ■ :(a.) ■ Tax&&,<Buch..as-,Su.t,, Poll, Animal, and Late Taxes).

:\.i". designed<to,q©!j&ix: f-armers out of the subsistence sector.

;l ^"oS^sei should^be ajfe:,,rates which make collection worthwhil,©.

(b) Taxes on inb-ome as such; these should be progressive, but

of a tyjfe br types'deliberately designed to meet African

conditions. "Tne top1 marginal rates should tfot be penal,

the consumption of1 luxuries, 'being cur^.d by heavy indirect

^taxes rather than excessive -personal irio'ome"^ tax,. v-^e system

should facilitate, ,ir even encourage approved types* of

sav'fng arid investment".- ^he System should be -©bmpreliensiv^ -

(i.e. no particular :sourcje5:of fricome sliould; be exemp* ),-,,;

and unless, there ■■are good Reasons ta the contrary itf.

; '■ v.:>.- .s^uld .be-aggregative (i.e.--different sources .fof. income

:■■-:■..-aqqruing to one person should be aggregated.before .assessment).

(°) Ta^ces on Land, Property •and-Inheritance andiipossitily. Capital

GdirLefw^ien: realised) designed in"'the case^ofviand^fcax.ias

far as possible to encourage t-He ecoriG'raio iXse of'"ass«tsr.
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(U) A HyatBm °f Corporate Taxation designed to favour a high rate

of investment and development and characterized by growing

collaboration between African territories themselves and

between them and capital exporting countries in order to reduce

the opportunities for evasion and the risk of loss of revenue

by granting fruitless or excessive tax concessions in the case

of foreign corporations.

internal taxation or

than are customary at present.

Ihis may; include:

(a) system of export duties which are sufficiently.flexible-

, . .to. ayoid.any/discouragement to the fining of marginal land

..-■ or the; processing of local produce, for export in . ... _

. ;.■;.., ^manufactured form; ,. ;: . ■■:■[•■■: ■■.::. : .-.-■:• -. i.i ■.;

' (b) high duties on imports and/or, local products for which ,...,..

the demand is elastic in relation to income or inelastic in

. ;• • .:,.rel,ati0tio"fco

- A widespread system of taxation at, lower rat^B «n- general.

^."expenditure, probably in the form of.-a-aingto stage-

"'-tax /"tut possibly in future in the. form of a .tfax

on Value Added_^7
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7 ^ DEVELOPMENT s PAPERS ' ( CONT»£)
%■ Mr. h: WelsfeltT Regional fiscal AdvisW"

■ '--I. ->''■'

, •'%,-,^.-Z ■ on._°^'^~^ff^&ials"'"^^-'^^ut -a-^awy.- accent on laws

taxation l3^cm^d--1^the-fxe3rd- of -the- Ouris^4tS -td^.$4M&:to spread

the burden of the expenses of the State, in the mo^quit^ble "way over
the '

2. Jfowadaye^one has only to" OSok' ^f the^ver f|rb4ihg volume of tax

literature to notice that the'fifad'of taxaiiidn-has fieen taken over largely

■by the economists. Equity keeps its importance, '>%& ! Ue eSbnomists have

added their Jffiifcatfag*«W iake :tftiati'<m- a vaiiiable ^H.tmuteAt fpr^economic

stability and m6r^im'p6ri;int irrAfric^ "■ for^progress,^^ ...-.J

3. If I see things in theirtrue perspective, :"ther'e" i^besides the

durisi and tfe ^ohomiatj. a-^third- force :coming .up. very,fast: ^adminis

trator. The^dmihi^ration Used to be a^n &s just ^executing agency

of the legisiatioA':atid"it^ady;in-.'the-casev^f taxation;-nothing else to
do than "~ •

1. to collect the maximum amount

2. to reduce the cost and time of collection

3. to ensure compliance with the law,

4. These duties are certainly important and this was always under

stood. Hardly ever has a tax reform been proposed without the remark

that the administration had to be improved| but one hardly ever really

studied how far improvement would be possible. The administration was an

instrument, not a factor, like justice or economics.
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5. Many a ..tax reform however, became a failure because .^e tax

administration could .-^ o.P3 with it and, >. Ui* esteemed gathering

of tax administrators, it'will be clear, that it is madness to change

a tax system 'only'"on juridical and economic grounds without listening

to the recommendations cf the tax ad;T,inistratoro

6. If it is true that, especially under the present conditions in Africa,

with tax systems rather poorly adapted to the indigenous, circumstances and

with tax administrations in a rather peer snaps as a consequence of the

-departure of many .expatriate officials and as a consequence of the drain

put upon these administrations by other government departments or by

private business'MJ±MJ£™ that the tax administrator should have -.

a say of, at least; the same importance as the say of the economist or the.

jurist, .we-should-ask ourselves very sincerely if we are really living up. ;

to the. standard required.

I-can e/apathise with the tar. administrator who, being put in front

of'the impossible task of levying higher and higher taxes from an unwilling

public with an Outmoded'legislation, complains repeatedly about a lack of

personnel, trained personnel; competent personnel.' 1 can sympathise with

:him,-but I cannot appreciate his attitude. He-is'-still behaving, I think,

in the old fashioned way, as the simL Le- executor of-'the- pla.-s hatched by

the lawyers and the economists. He still has not fought hisway to the

conference table, where he should have an equal place in every discussion,

about taxation problems; where he should be ons of the policy makers. ■

8> The modern tax administrator, espooially in Africa, should no

longer run behind the 'facts, trying to fight backlogs-everywhere by chasing

up his personnel, tiying to fight tax evasion by controlling as many tax

returns as possible, trying 'bo control bookkeoping accounts which are so

poor that they are beyond control.' All these things, and many others in

the same line, do belong to his responsibilities, certainly; but on top

of that it can be rightly expected-tha-j he should also make a considerable

contribution to the tax policy of iiis country by coming forward on all

occasions with well proved arguments derived from the administrative practice.
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9. Let ma,-give a very simple illustration of what I mean.

10. The Minister of Finance considers steepening the progression of the

personal income tax. Let us assume that the maximum marginal rate was : ■

60$ and that it should "become 80$. ' He asks, as a wise Minister always

should do, for the advice of his'principal staff. It is not so easy for

a'jurist to say-something wise about the difference in equity between

a 60$ levy and an 80$ levy; it is not so easy for an economist to make a

more or less reliable estimate of the economic consequences of this .shift of

financial means from the private to the public sector. If in a case like, this

the tax administrator were not to do better than just draw attention to the

fact that assessment and collection would become more difficult and that the

danger of evasion would increase, the Minister" would be poorly advised indeed

and would'have, to-rely almost fully on his-own political, aptitude or instinct

(as alas is too often the case in Africa)* I think that the ,tax administrator

ought to be the one to give the best advice of the three. An analysis of a

simple of the returns of the highest taxpayers in the country should, enable

him to .produce some fairly reliable figures about the maximal results of this

tax measure, he will know what percentage of these taxpayers usually invest

their available money in business or industry, what percentage will only find

its consumption possibilities limited; he can estimate the danger of a

switch, from income to capital gains, he can even, and this may be the most,

important, give an insight into the amount of those high incomes on which

the fisc .has. no grip, or an insufficient grip. Shortly he can chaage the

pure risk of such a measure into a calculated risk.

11. This is only an example of how the administration can become an

important.and independent factor in tax policy, how the administrator can

contribute to better decisions in the tax field. How necessary it is

that the voice of the tax administrator be heard can be proved by the

example of India where.it was found that overall government taxes have in

fact,.an,elasticity of only .6 to national income while it could be expected

that the income..elasticity with the many progressive taxes existing would

be well over I* The difference represents the administrative shortcomings.
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12. It will pay off for a tax administrator, especially for one who

has to work with an apparatus -La*:iB' in poor 'shape, to give a large

part of h3,s,,a..tt§ntion...to getUng-the.^facts ; about his. administration. To - -

get the;,faots it willibe^necessary...to,.have some very competent members of

his staff working on nothing eleoo One mi:;at" wonder whether it would be

necessary for .this purpose .to create .a. separate unit, r.a 3£ecal Research

Unit. '"ThisVilijlejjend largely,u:pon. the .size of the country concerned. . .,.;

Personally! would not decide top,..quickly to. create such a separate unit,, ■.■;.,;_

because I believe it to be useful that this kind, of creative research should

be a normal part of the work of our; top tax officials. .One thing is certain

however:" the work has, to .>e"do^r"and~if we_ do not do, it in our own admin

istration somebody else is going to .do it, perhaps in the planning office, ... .:

with the result that, it will bo .done.less .competently,and-with less

immediate benefits for^our administration*. . ■ ■ ■>.

13. Improvements have, to come .from,se.ver.al;. sides: from, the. .adrninistratiop

itself by greater .efficiency .and.larger work output,,-but also .fpom,changes.,-;/:

in the "tax"system, made to. facilitate the,admi«-is.traiiions/work,;.and on the-o^r,-

part of the pv-.blic by better un^ersta^d^ng.and better .co-operation, . -.-■:::■.

14. ...,:,How-Mil the increased^iiiflueno&'-^f-^e. tax administrator manife'st' -

itself?-. X cannot,"be .compl:eto >--it'I cari try to give an idea about what can'"'"'

be achieved. . : . - • '"■ ■ ~ 'r '

15. ■ r.-* It might' well"'fa "tliat the facts_, for example, the limitation of

the capacities of.- the. tax-a&m-iius^ration, coerces intto the conclusion that

we have to make a step back in direct taxation and a ^tep forward in'indirect

taxation, even if jurists and economists are opposed tothis.-

16. - Against the opposition of the lawyers the administrator may

want to speed up collection by a" ^ ;3 in the legal system which enables

him tb assess immediately afOar"receipt"of the" returns or even before that .

without losing his right to review the assessment at a much later moment.

This is- somewhat revolut-ionar/f but it night save a large amount of time

and work if and.where introduction" of a Pay as You iarn system is not

immediately.feasible. An immediate■colliction is of special importance

during periods of inflation. I found this clearly illustrated in a recent
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article in the Economist about Latin America. I quote: ......'

17. "In.most rich countries'.®* the western world, budget surpluses '

rise automatically when you have an; inflation, and thus taxation- selves

as a built-in, corrective mechanism. ■ . .;.:,.

18. By:-sharp contrast,' in Latin America budget deficits usually widen

in an inflation and thus serVe as a built-in further stimulant to that

inflation. It is usual:to say that this"is because marginal tax rates on

rich-menr-s irroom^B iniktin iDnerica are too low or are not obeyed; but an"

even-bigger factor is;tkat the: administrative eystem only allows most income

tax to' be collected a year ih arrears, so that in an 80 per cent per annum

inflation irhe Treasury may to drawing in taxes on money incomes that were

80 per cent lower than they "are now, even though the administrative costs ' "'''
of government are now 80 per cent higher than they were then.'* unquote ^"^

19/-- ■ -^uniform codification of the existing tax laws is often an

urgent point, complete up-to-date texts are sometimes difficult'to obtain.

Uniformity in proceMres should be achieved." In this connection it is'really

astonishing to see noV'often^the efficiency of the administration i^hampe'red"

by legal refinements,,?? minor importance. Bearing in-."mind the overwhelming ■

difficulties that.,^ve,.to be surmounted by African tax administrdtiW-it:'^

can in fairness be expected that the legislator is willing to find an-ea^ '

way to do away with formalities^and obstacles which are not fundamental,

20. In many countries pne. finds a real proliferation of tax laws and '

dif£erent,taxes? so,me;-,of.them overlapping, some,of them contradicting each ■

other in the economic ,; consequences. Without attaching too much the saying- --

that "old taxes are good taxes", there is often room for a very fruitful

simplification taking fully"into account the exigencies of the administration^.

Sometimes the situation is complicated by the earmarking of tax revenues,.and

by the fact that taxes are levied by several authorities on the same tax basis..

21. Practically everywhere there is a strong need for- strengthening

the investigational.,pow.ers of the tax administration. ■. I know this,,is a ..-.-■

delicate subject. :The citizen has a right to be protected against arbitrary
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actions, but tjiis..protection c,%n go toe^far and it goes :too far if it ■

damages fair application of tax. laws.: ;lLi.arax:afraid thafthe-tax1 administrator

* will have .to,,make a very., special effort t.<L;nget^facts" to^m!aRe-'the lawyers

give in on, this, point.. ., . ; ■ . ... .y . ■: ;. •""-' "' ' '''

22 .:. :'-'■.■ ^¥e will have''to'strengthen Our means of "enforcement. Where

the^ legislation is too lenient, it'sHould be revised. "And where the number

of tr.espas.sere is. too;lar'g3 to apply'the law to all, we should pick and

choose some to undergo, the. full severity of -the law,; even if -t-his hurts

our feelings of fair.play. _..-.,■. -:- ■ ■ ■■ -"■■■'■ ' '■■' ■"' ' ''''"'

23# . We need clear instructions for our personnel. They should have

their powers clerkly describedv: They should also have a clear idea of the

cosi>6 of their efforts, by which I "m£an to say tnaV~'tax collection too can

and should be done in an efficient way arid that in' some cases the costs are

prohibitive for a 100'/£ collection. The 'instruction of personnel should not

be limited to the. teaching, .of ■?.aw-text's? .it is. more"imj>^tant fo~r us to know

where, exactly the..asse;ssment:.mos:tly: fails; and- to ffiake -sure ''that bur-personnel

knows how to;. figk^ ..±he,.se .failures.-.-.^ome quite remarkable re-sUlts are achieved

with case study techniques. These case studies, however,: are0useful only-if

the administration knows exactly where, the assessment fails..,. The^problems of

■^asiessment and of' control and audit can. then be reduced to.:a <relatively small

number of cases. . ,.; > i/■

24. "" Je have tb'extenJ. .^ur efforts to the .taxpayers too. •. Uith folders

and booklets we"can enlighten their task considerably. And we should

certainly try to get the facts about what we really are demanding in taxpayers1

time arid'effort' and tvy to make life easier for them in /this respect. , :

25, : With "the" foregoingp I am not. recommending that the tax administration

should :be accepted" as it is'with all its .shortcomings and, failures .and

•. with its lackof competent personnel, and. that the tax legislation should

be'simplified to'such an'extent that its appl ica.ti on. py^ the. existing, poor?_

^ tax administration can be assured for 100$. That would be putting the,- ■

clock backwards. I only want to stress that the co-operation between ad

ministration and legislation should be radically improved.
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26. If this is the case, we have a sound basis to.start a well planned

campaign for improving the tax administration itself. Improving the tax

administration calls for some imaginative thinking. Take for instance

the question of secrecy. Perhaps there are good reasons for Africa to

copy, the.rules of conduct of most developed countries in this matter, and

to maintain a strict secrecy about what the fisc knows of its taxpayer, ?

or.wouldliketo know about them (for instate, their bank accounts).

27. I often wonder however if we really should behave as if we were '.
Switzerland, having to be afraid that our whole economy would be upset if
something leaked, out about the finances of our customers.. i also wonder

why the Swedish, example of publication of the list of taxpayers and their
incomes never found imitator, in Africa.' I do not say that I recommend

such; a .step but this subject needs study and could offer a case for good
international African co-operation.

28. Somewhat-connected with the "secrecy" subject is the co-operation
between the different divisions of the Ministry of Finance and between '

those and related government services such as, for example, price control
and social security.

.29. When tax rate, were low and the influence of taxation on the eeoricay
very limited there must have been good reasons for dividing the revenue :

department of the Ministry of Finance into several tax administrations

(direct taxes, indirect taxes, customs, etc.) which worked independently
.fro- each other. Nowadays however, with our planning, our development, our
integration efforts and our high tax rates, taxation should be put under one

responsible official to achieve the,highest.possible co-operation and a .

free exchange of data. Furthermore it is difficult to find good reasons why

the tax administration should withold its knowledge if services like price
control should,, be .in need of. it. The number of competent auditors is very

limited. If, with Uttle effort,, they can control mOre than just one kind

of tax why not instruct them to do so? .

f
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30. There are a number of i.t.ems on our agenda which are in my opinion

of extreme interest in our,administrative field. For instance, the

principles of management, mechanisation, introduction of a P.A.Y.E.. system.

* ""But I think you will agree if I state that the-personnel .problem, the pro

blem of how to get and keep competent personnel in sufficient .numbers is

probably the overriding difficulty in African tax administration. Allow

me therefore to say a few words about it, in a very introductory way.

31. ■" In-all Efforts for development one of the most important things .

to*be done is to establish an order of priority. A decision has to be

taken as to whether certain schools"are more important than certain roads,

.. ■■ whether, and to what:-extent defence is more important than agriculture;' but

-.it also has to be decided, whether' the personnel situation of the Ministry

of. Finance has to.be improved more urgently than for instance, that of the

Ministry qf~.Public. Works. The easiest solution is not to take a decision

at all and to^treatall civil servants equally, to give them comparable

salaries and comparable training facilities, to open higher ranks for them

and to divide the available manpower- equally among all departments. This

may be the more equitable way and. more as it. is done in the western world.

I wonder, however, if it is right. I personally think that we are simply

not in a position to allow our administrative financial set-up to grow

and improve only as fast as the set-up of other services. This equity is too

expensive. Not only because we need the money now-; maybe taxation now. is

still relatively easy if we could compare it with what is waiting., for us in

the future. Laxity in taxation, and in financial administration, is .likely

to create a general atmosphere of laisser aller which will strengthen with

the years and will be very difficult to reverse later. If however we.-could

manage right from the start to get a better administration for finance than

for any other department of government we might succeed in keeping-ahead

of development events. To keep ahead we should also ensure that we get a

fair part of the university graduates available. The speed with which the

tax administration is getting more complicated is not everywhere recognized.

32. If a road is poorly built, we sufier a loss, :but a .calculable ones

if the financial administration of a country fails we cannot eveu calculate
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our loss and we cannot oversee all the consequences for the future. At

the moment there are several African States in almost deadly difficulties

- (and so are their governments.') not only hecause their financial- situation
is poor, hut evermore because they do not know.exactly how poor this' *

■situation really Is'. This lack of'facts i8 exactly the situation which
-money lenders fear most.

33. The conclusion to he .toawn is that in a developing economy the

financial administration of a country should be placed very high on the

list of priorities and we should be prepared to fight for this.

34. We have seen that to the initial list of duties of the tax administrator

(to collect the.maximum amount, to reduce cost and time of collection, and

.to ensure maximum compliance with the law) should he added a fourth: the

fact-finding-about present and future administrative capacities.

35-"' -' The fxnding of these facts - of course'- has to- be-followed by the
drawing of the appropriate conclusions and subsequently these.conclusions
have to be sold to our governments, This process of trying-to sell our

conclusions based on facts, should be a continuous one. It is rarely

clearly Been_aSdjadersJ»od hy politicians how the administration is a
factor in itself for development and how damaging its shortcomings can

be for the future of a country. It is rarely understood that examples

such as those 1 quoted from India and Latin America, where results were

fully contrary to what the legislator tried to achieve, are only due to

overestimating the capacities' of an administration. In India the legislator

thought that his tax system was income-elastic, and it was not; in Latin

America it was thought that the progressive taxation would work as a built-in

corrector of inflation, and instead it turned out to be a built-in stimulant
to inflation,

36. There are of course many ways of selling our conclusions. Sometimes

there are almost daily opportunities to draw the attention to the exigencies «.

of the administration, m conversations or by way of memoranda. But I

would like to emphasize one way of "selling" which I think of particular

importance. What I mean is the yearly report. tfe should try to make
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a yearly report well in time and to get it published. The more administrative

facts it will contain and the more valuable studies about the administration

that will be published in it, the more influential it will become and the

less it will have to be feared that it can be considered as an unwelsome

criticism of the government. Let us face the facts: it often retires courage

to witness publicly about situations which we believe to be wrong and which

we believe should be remedied by the government.

37. Therefore it would be a considerable support if we could come to an

international, or in this case to an .frican understanding about the

importance of such a report and, if possible, to an understanding about

its minimum content,. In our own service we will always try to make

comparisons in efficiency between one office and another; we should do the

same internationally. If we could oake our yearly reports in a form that

would allow for some comparison with other countries of the region, we could

profit considerably from each other's experiences and we would make our

own case easier to defend.,

8 Talking about "taxation and development" means that we are aware

that taxation needs the same kind of planning that is generally accepted

to be necessary for development. Changes in taxation should, by preference,

be accomplished grqducaly and in accordance with a plan that i, synchronised

with the development plan of the country. There is probably no better way

than a yeaxly report to point out in how far the past period has achieved

what was planned, and in how far it will be necessary in the near future to

revise the initial plans. I am not only talking about the legislation,

but also about the administration and about personnel and training.

39. Knowing how difficult is the position of tax administrators in Africa,

how' they are firhtire «"h a lack of qualified personnel and with a lack
of time, I nevertheless venture to advocate that there is more to do than

to raise taxes according to the legislation. Maybe a little less attention

will have to be paid to the daily work and a lot more to the more general

problems of administration. I believe firmly that a broader concept of our

task will soon pay off generously.
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CO-ORDINATION OF INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES AND LEGISLATION

Resolution 14O(VIl) adopted by the Commission at its

I26th plenary meeting on 22 February 1965

The Economic Commission for Africa

Recognizing the importance of co-ordinating programmes

of industrial development in African countries in order to

achieve maximum economic growth,

Recognizing the dangers inherent in competition among

African States in the provision of economic incentives and

industrial legislation to attract capital investment,

Noting that a preliminary study of African investment

codes including data on current legislation has been prepared

at its request and will shortly be published,

1, Recommends to the Governments of member States and

associate members of the Commission that they should review

and if possible harmonize industrial legislation and incentives

through the sub-regional offices of the Commission?

2- Requests the Executive Secretary to report to the

Commission at its next session on the progress made.




